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ROOSEVELT SWEEPING

SOME SPORTING ECLIPSES.

MONTENEGRO OPENS

COUNTRY; SURELY

v
SO DECLARED

NO. 204

WAR AGAINST TURKEY

CARRY CALIFORNIA
PRESIDENT OF SAN DIEGO $12,000,000

COL. D. C. COLLIER,

TRAVELLED

HAS

AND FIGHTING BEGINS

FOR

LONG

PAST THREE YEARS AROUND

EXPOSITION,

WHO

THE UNITED

STATES TALKING WITH DUSINESS MEN

"

TO ROOSEVELT,
"Col. Theodore Roosevelt Is the one
man in the world who has awakened
In these United States what is known
as a 'National Conscience.'
"Col. Theodore Roosevelt, in the six
or seven years he was president of
the United States, has done more
than any man or set of men to keep
the big fellow from gobbling up the
little fellow; to enable the poor man
to obtain a foothold and get ahead despite the malign influences of predatory wealth.
"Col. Theodore
Roosevelt would
not have been elected two weeks
ago if the polls had been open,

IN THE
TO

BALKANS

INTERVENE

COMES

TO PREVENT

SUDDENLY

IT

JUST AS

LITTLE STATES

ENEMY

f

PASSPORTS HANDED AMBASSADORS

PRESIDENTIAL

RACE"

BY OPPOSING GOVERNMENTS

but he is gaining so rapidly every day
that his friends and supporters can
look with hope to Tuesday, November
I have gridironed this coun
5, 1912.
try traveling about for the San Diego
exposition and I know the sentiment
of the United States is turning to
Roosevelt as the man to lead the
country for four years of progress.
"Col. Theodore Roosevelt will carry
California. I can speak dispassionately on this subject for I am not in
the thick of the fight, but I am listening dispassionately to the rumbling of
the wave which is to sweep the
greatest man of this age back into the
White House.
"Mr. Taft is already eliminated as
a presidential possibility."

COLLIER'S TRIBUTE

BREAK

WERE AB0UI

WILL FIGHT ASAINST ANCIENT

TAFT IS NO LONGER IN THE
GREAT

EXPECTED

POWERS

CETTINJE, OCT.

8. MONTENEGFORMALLY
DECLARED
WAR
ON TURKEY THIS MORNING. THE
DELIVERED
DECLARATION
WAS
EARLY TODAY TO THE PORTE BY
THE MONTENEGRO CHARGE D'AFFAIRES.
HEAVY FIGHTING IS IN
PROGRESS ALONG THE FRONTIER.
RO

TO-DA-

Y

ciety, arrived today.
London, Oct. 8. The declaration ot
war on Turkey reported from
said to have been made today by
the little kingdom
of Montenegro,
forestalled the action of the European
powers in favor of peace by only a
few hours.
The ambassadors at Constantinople
and the ministers at the capitals of
Bulgaria, Servia, Greece and Montenegro have been instructed to make
in behalf of their
representations
governments today and a despatch
from Belgrade affirms that their program has been carried out there. It
was officially announced in Constantinople that diplomatic relations with
Montenegro have been broken off.
Jt is thought likely that the other
Balkan states may decide to follow
(he lead of Montenegro alia throw,
their armies into Turkey.
The situation of the Christians in.
Albania and Macedonia and the demand of the Balkan states that those
provinces should be granted autonomous government are the main causes
of the crisis.
Dispatches from Constantinople re- during the night say military
patrols were going round the city
The
requisitioning all the horses.
'"il'tary authorities, too, had placed
Iroora on a large number-oGreek
T3Ht'!s wh'ch they bad seized in Tur
kish wafers and it is said these are
to be ispd for the
of
transport
Cet-tinj- e,

A news agency dispatch from Cet-- I
tinje this .norning says that war has
been declared by Montenegro on Turkey.
The declaration of war, the dispatch
continues, was delivered to the Otto
man government by the Montenegrin
Charge D'Affaires at Constantinople.
Heavy fighting is said to be already
in progress between the Montenegrins
and the Turkish troops along the
frontier. A brigade of nine battalions
of Turkish Infantry proceeding from
Scutari to Tusi on the Montenegrin
frontier was attacked last evening by
a large force of Malissori
tribesmen
just before reaching Tusi. The battle,
according to the dispatch, still was
proceeding this morping.
A further dispatch from the same
source says that the Montenegrin gov- ernment instructed its representatives
at Constantinople to break off all dip- lomatio relations with Turkey today
and to leave Constantinople Imme- The Montenegrin govern-- !
diately.
ment at the same time is said to have
handed his passports to the Ottoman
Charge D'Affaires at Cettinje.
Constantinople, Oct. 8. The Monte- tlOOI'S.
The Greek legation has ordered the
negrin Charge d'Affaires asked for his
passports from the Turkish govern masters cf the vessels to land the
ment today. He will leave here later crews.
Pueblo, Colo., Oct. 8. Dispatches
today.
Paris,, Oct. 8. The French govern- - today announcing the declaration of
ment regards the report ttiitt Ai'onte-- war on Turkey by Montenegro Has
negro has declared war on Turkey as been followed by a hurried call for a
correct, according to an announce- meeting here of all the Greeks in this
ment made at the foreign office this vicinity. Greeks in Pueblo say that
afternoon.
within a short time more than 1,000
Belgrade, Servia, Oct. 8. Reports of their countrymen will be here.
reached here today that Montenegrin
ready to start for their native land
troops had crossed the Turkish front as soon as orders are received from
ier.
the Greek minister in Washington.
The Servian parliament today voted
About 150 Greeks arrived here this
an extra credit of $8,900,000 for miland merchants
are morning from Grand Junction to join
itary purposes
making large donations to the funds their countrymen.
A meeting of Greeks was held last
being raised for the assistance of poor
families. Three hundred beds with night, at which funds were raised to
seven doctors and forty-fivnurses aid in paying the expenses of transsent by the Russian Red Cross so- porting their families back home.

mittee here was appointed to prone
Cuban and Mexican revolutions.
Colonel David Charles Collier, preR?-den- t up their minds about casting that balGeneral Leets is a former officer
of San Diego's exposition, and lot."
of the Nicaraguan army. Ugarte is
Giving further reasons for his beformer Hcndureau minister to Engreal estate magnate from San Diego,
lief in Mr. Roosevelt, Colonel Collier
land and the United States.
spent the forenoon here today going Daid the tributes to him which nnnpnr
of
from
counties
many
People
' Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 8. General
over the details of the organization of above.
western Kansas gathered here today
Gil has
Miguel
appointed to
a local real estate Arm to be known as
to neaP Governor Woodrow Wilson's
HIS METEORIC CAREER.
succeed Sanjines in command of fede
"Collier & Owen" (incorporated) with
Colonel Collier has had a meteoric first set speech of his cross state
ral forces in Sonora, in order that
an authorized capital of $50,000.
career from a Colorado mountaineer journey. His two principal speeches
General
Sanjines, who was recently
D.
With Colonel Collier are George
born in a log cabin to a figure of na in Kansas were to be made here and
thrown from his horse and broke a
Easton, secretary and manager of the tional and international prominence, in Topeka.. Plans called for two adrib, may be given a chance to recover
Western Investment company, of Sau head of a $12,000,000 exposition and dresses In Kansas City tonight, one
Tanipico, Mex., Oct. 8. The charr
C.
and
a
million dollar concern,
Diego,
big real estate firms, traveling around at a democratic banquet and one in NEW MEXICO'S SENATOR IS PROBING
victims of
ed bodies of twenty-twA.
and the country in private cars with the convention hall.
Richardson,
SITUATION
IN MEXICO TO THE last night's explosion in a warehouse
manager of the D. C. Collier & Co., great and learned of foreign lands.
here have been recovered from the
real estate firm of San Diego. Colonel
Norton, Kas., Oct. 8. That the
The colonel was born In Central
BOTTOM AND CALLS UPON CEN- ruins.
Collier leaves tonight for New York City,.
Colorado, 1871; educated in the "very men who have been most sucFive hundred kegs of powder exCity to meet a delegation of celebrities
TRAL AMERICAN WITNESSES
schools and was admitted to cessful in building up the trusts are
from Brazil, sent to this country to public
ploded
during a fire and it is believthe bar in 1891; practiced as a lawed nearly 50 persons were killed and
men who have been
also
the
look over the plans and grounds of
very
esto
attention
with
real
yer,
special
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 8. General several injured.
the San Diego exposition with a view tate
cases, until 1905; in 1904 organiz- most successful in preventing the or- ot participation in 1915.
Mexico City, Oct. 8. The Mexican
of labor," was the conten- Juan Leets and Attorney Angel Ugarte
ganization
ed
Ralston
the
later
company,
Realty
The ,Braz ilians j are - Dr. Eugenio StWceeKled
in
Woodrow
voted last nijrht to double
Wilson
tion
Governor
"i?iornl
Collier
of
C."
deputies'
.the
D.
ofCenof
p?.rtv
roprefcmt'r.g
company
by
Dahne, commissioner to the United which he is president and which is an address here today devoted largely tial America arrived todav to
tneir own pay' bringing it up to ap
testify
States from the department cf agri- one of the
mo- leading forms in San Diego to what he characterized. as "the per- taUing! proximately $3,000 a year. The
culture, industry and commerce; Dr. rich in real estate offices. Collier was vasive power of the great interests before tne 8enatorlal commlttee
,
Argollo,
special delegate from the lieutenant colonel on the staff of Gov which now dominate our develop- evince here regarding the Mexican
d
legislative body independ- state of Bahia; Count Candido Mendes ernor J. jn.
ent of the executive and judiciary.
or Cali- ment."
governor
Uiliett,
will
offer
evidence regarding
de Almeida, director of the national fornia 1907-11- .
"Don't you know," he asked, "that theThey
He has been a deleWashington, D. C, Oct. 8. To make
present revolution in Nicaragua.
commercial museum and secretary
combinaof
one
of
their
the
first-hanto
and
objects
state,
county
gate
republican
Is
said
investigation of the claims
It
the
committee
that
taking
permanent of the national exposition city conventions aDd member of the tion is to control the labor market?
on this side of the Mexi- tor
A.
evidence
B.
here
under
Senator
damages
commission; Rear Admiral Jose Carlos central committee. He was mentioned And do you imagine that they have
In the absence of Senator Wil-- ! can border during the Madero revolu
Fail,
Carvalho, retired, and others.
as a candidate for congress from ever set deliberate plans for giving liam Alden Smith, has been given tion, Lieutenant Colonel Francis J.
The visit of these prominent Bra- southern
but declined to the workingman anything comparable power to take also
testimony regard- Kernan, Major Eli A. Helmick and
zilians to the United States follows enter the California,
of the atten- iu the way of wages to the propor- ing the Central American revolution Lieutenant Moreno, the commission
race
because
the tour of South America made re- tion he had to devote to San Diego's tion of the
profits which they them- by another committee specially apcently by Colonel Collier, resulting in exposition.
selves pocket? They do not have to pointed for the purpose. The com- (Continued on page eight).
on
his making "profound Impression
is a member of the American give the laboring man any more than
He
South American republics," according
and Social he can get in the competition of the
of Political
to the leading journal of Buenos Academy
Science; of the American Forestry as- market. And they do not give him
Aires.
of the National Geographi- any more. As a matter of fact, some
Wearing his soft shirt, for which sociation;
terests; Mr. Archbold and Mr. Rogers
cal
and of the California 'His- - of the most highly productive indussociety,
he is famed, and his smile which has
Standard Oil interests and George J.
in
much
BOciet- this
as
tries
t0
very
pay
country
He. ,beln?s
ever shone on his features for the pasttorical,
Gould, leading railroad interests.
lower wages than the unprotected inif
not
more
and
organiza
many
Colonel
Collier
one and forty years,
man
United States. dustries. And some of the most hightions as
today discussed real estate, city build- Some of any
them are: New York Ath- ly protected industries pay wages
ing, politics and expositions.
letic, Rocky Mountain (N. Y.), Colo- that are below the living scale, at
CAPITALIZE CLIMATE.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 8. AnothARE EU1CTED BY
"You have a superb climate here," rado Traffic (Denver), Toltec (El the same time that the prices they
er
chapter was added to the disputed
so
Union
are
Pacific
are
Union,
Paso),
League,
that,
they
making
great
he said, "and all you must do is capiHarriman $240,-00story of the
talize it. I am delighted to hear you Bohemian, Army and Navy (San Fran- can build new factories out of their
contribution to the republican
ere to rename so many streets and cisco), Jonathan (Los Angeles), Aero, surplus every second year. It is one
campaign or lain wnen wayne iuac-- j
Charleston, W. Va., Oct. 8.
which he is president, Cuyamaca, of the grandest pieces of bluff .and
of Philadelphia today told
give them old Spanish names which of
scenes were witnessed along
Row
Yacht
thejtresslng
and
Cabrillo,
in
ever
been known
Country,
humbug that has
will be grateful to the eyes and ears
committee of a telephone eon- - Cablne creek today when deputy
Clapp
the history of political deception.
of the tourist visiting this Ancienl ing (San Diego).
versation H. McK. Twombley had sheriffs evicted the families of strik-wit- h
"Who's Who" states
The
"I want to widen the market for
City. Get the word around the counthe late E. H. Harriman, in'lng miner from homes they had
C.
is
"home"
Colonel
D.
Collier's
I
I
that
condilabor.
to
want
see
American
try what Santa Fe tas to offer and at Ocean
cupied since the mines were opened.
San
but
near
Diego,
Beach,
tions exist in which men will commake provision for the tourists needs
The
evictions are being closely watch
in
Mr.
said
while
that
MacVeagh
will
that's the way to build up Santa Fe. In the 1914 "Who's Who" it is be pete for American labor. I want again
ed
the military to prevent mislatoffice
Mr.
by
in
1904,
the
Twombley's
over to see a time come when we shall.
"I am already Interested here and stated that his summer home
The strikers were notihad a telephone talk and told treatment.
ter
to
Santa
Pecos
near
close
the
forest,
realize that the highest priced labor
over near the Pecos forest and I am
him that it was with Mr. Harriman; fied two months ago that they must
Fe.
in the world is the cheapest labor in
to work or move. An investi.glad to come into New Mexico. When
that Mr. Harriman had said he had return of
I spoke to the representative of the
the world, that what Is produced by
the charge that the men of
gation
to
PresWhite
been
the
House; that
New Mexican eight months ago about A CHILDHOOD
E, First West Virginia
brains and intelligence and skillful
an- Company
ident
had
Roosevelt
expressed
had been drinking, was begun
touch is a great deel cheaper than
my yearning to invest in Santa Fe, litthat
be
and
$240,000
that
raised,
xiety
by Adjutant General Elliott today.
tle did I realize that I would be interwhat is produced by stupidity and
Mr. Harriman had agreed to it.
ested financially so soon. But I am
dullness and the whip of the master.
Charles A. Peabody, president of!
"I tell you this, that American laglad of it for I really believe that New
the Mutual Life Insurance company, BURNING MAN
(Mexico will forge ahead with greater
bor
to
is
in
the
the
up
date,
cheapest
Mr. MacVeagh said, was in Mr.
JUMPS TO DEATH.
Oct. 8. A roLos
I can prove
world.
celerity during the next ten years mance Angeles, Calif.,
it. American
was
office
when
Mr.
Harriman
a
marriage,
youthful
involving
than any other state in the union.
compete in foreign
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 8. Thoma divorce and another marriage and manufacturers
talking with Mr. Twombley. Mr.
ROOSEVELT A WINNER.
in the scale of goods manu
markets
to
MacVeagh testified that he had been as Reyes, a cement worker, who,
"Politics? Is it proper for me, as- extending from Pueblo, Colorado,
near
factured in those markets,
given to understand that in making cloaked in flames, leaped from the
sociated with so many men on our big Los Angeles, came to light today when those markets, by labor that receive
Cobb
and
was
it
learned
contributions in 1904, Mr. Twombley second story of a blazing building
that
Emory
exposition, to discuss politics? It is?
the remuneration of
Colorado only
the Vanderbilt railroad last night and fell unconscious on the
represented
Well, here goes. Tou may say for Harriett Fairall Cobb, of the
American labor. Now,: what does that
interests; Henry C. Frick, the coal ground, was so badly burned that his
me that California is going to. be car- city, had obtained a marriage license mean? It means they can afford to
and steel interests, and John D.. Arch-bol- life was despaired of today. Reyes'
ried by Roosevelt and not Wilson of here.
American
workingmen three
and the late H. H. Rogers, Stand- leap was witnessed by hundreds of
They divulged the fact that they pay as much
course, we are not discussing Mr.
times
and still undersell
ard Oil interests.
people. He said he had lain down to
Taffa chances for I think It is pretty had been boy and girl sweethearts and their competitors iu the foreign marWilliam Tt. McKln-ley- , sleep early In the evening and did
Representative
well conceded that he is eliminated had been married when Emory was
20 and his bride 17 years old. For two kets, and yet the American working-mamanager for Pres- not waken until his bed and his clothfrom the presidential race.
is told that the amount of his
years
they lived together, but to
ident Taft presented to the Clapp com- ing were aflame.
"Roosevelt will carry California,
wages depends upon the protective
mittee today accounts showing he had
despite the strong opposition from please their parents the wife obtained
a divorce. They had arranged,' how- tariff. It doesn't. It depends upon
spent about $290,000, for the presiseme big, influential men.
as soon as the him. It depends upon what is inside
dent's candidacy He . said $150,000
"I travel around the United States ever, to be
MECHANICIAN DIES.
his thinking box. And when you
was subscribed by Henry W. ;Taft,
'somewhat' I have had to go around wife should reach the age of 21, and of
once
a
to
of
the
be
wife
soon
man
will
and
system
get
regulated
couple
and Charles P Taft the president's!
this country several times in the past
0ct. &--Tony
Milwaukeef
monopoly, then you get to a system
brothers and that John Hayes Ham-- s
three vears. speaking In scores of again.
mechaniclan
for Brucl
dlari(
of controlled labor, don't forget that.
and
cities and
nionu, a. i . siaiesDury ana Anarew grown wno was killed last week while
talking; with hundreds
.
11
)
of
lines
Narrow
the
and
competition'
tliousanus oi men voters, an ui em.
uarnegie gave sz&.uuo eacn.
nut ih
Zan4fHil
,m
k
BASEBALL FANS.
X you stiffen the lines of labor con"I really believe that even up to two X '
urmsoy. cnarg coniesi rnanager courMS
died
fnm
for the Roosevelt forces at the Chi- - , urie8 received wnen thelr car went
weeks If an election had been held for X Read all about the victory of X trol. You have not now a free marcago republican convention, told the (nt a
president, Woodrow Wilson would X the Red Sox over the Giants in X ket for your labor any more than you
,
that he spent between $25,-have won. But steadily is the senti- X the. first great game of the X have a, free market for your , com000 and $30,000 in
ment turning to Roosevelt, as far as 1 X world's baseball series on the X modities; for under this system of
COL. DAVID CHARLES COLLIER
work for Colonel Roosevelt's candican Judge and bo strongly that on X sporting page of the New Mexl- - X monopoly, regulated or unregulated,
(November 5 his friends and support- X can tonight. The report of that X the monopolist can determine the President of San Diego's $12,000,000 exposition; president of D. C. Collier dacy through the southern states.
NO SHOW TONIGHT.
X
Mr. MacVeagh had objected to reers will, I think, find him sent back X game is furnished this paper by X amount of goods to be produced, and Co., (real estate); president of the Western Investment Co., president Point
X the Associated Press "E. O. S." X therefore determine the amount of Loma Railroad Co., president of Santa Maria Land & Water Co., director of lating the incidents because the men
Because of delay in the arrival X
to the White House.
take U X service, the best service in the X laborers to be employed and the San Diego Chamber of Commerce; purchaser of large tract of land near concerned were dead and unable to X of its baggage the Coney Island X
"Of course, political-prophet- s
Pecos forest in New Mexico; organizer and stockholder in an ice company testify but the committee insisted. Mr. X Comedy company will not open X
tremendous task on their hands and X newspaper - business. And the X prices that the goods are to bring.
"As I travel from cne part of the and a real estate company in Santa Fe; prominent progressive republican;
there is no. telling how the great mass X New Mexican - costs less now than X
Twombley represented, he understood X at the Elks' theatre tonight, but X
..
X on tomorrow night.
X
of the people the millions who de- X It ever did.
lawyer, globe gtrdler, public speaker and club man. Residence: San Diego. the Vanderbilt interests: Mr. Frick
X X X X X X X X X X X
commercial and steel in-cide the contest, may suddenly make X X X X X X X X X X
(Continued on page five).
, represented
California, and Santa Fe, New Mexico
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The Little Store

TRAGEDY (N THE
LOSS OF HER JOB
CAUSED SHOOTING

NOT SALTS AND

SUFFERED TORMENT

The arrival here Sunday In the
custody of deputy sheriffs of Mrs.
Carley, night telegraph operator for
at
the Santa Pe Railway company
cut
Belen
the
on
a
station
HeadRicardo,
If Constipated; Bilious,
off between Vaughn and Fort Sumner
achy, Stomach Sour,
brought the details of a double tragedy at Ricardo, Saturday afternoon, in
Take a Cascaret.
which George Bresnaham, a business
was shot and killed by Mrs.
You men and women who can't get man,
and Miss Okey Zimmerman,
Carley,
feeling right who have headache, postmistress
at Ricardo, probably
foul
and
taste
foul
coated tongue,
wounded.
Mrs. Carley .is now
fatally
bilare
breath, dizziness, can't sleep,
In
a
the
county jail here,
prisoner
bothered
ious, nervous and upset,
with a sick, gassy, disordered stom- and without a bail.
According to the stories of resiand feel worn
ach, or have back-achof Ricardo, and the story told
dents
out.
Are you keeping your bowels clean by Mrs. Carley, to the Sun editor
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a Monday there had been ill feeling for
Southern Corner Plaza, 8anta Fe. Telephone No. 40.
passageway every few days with some weeks between the two victims
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS salts, cathartic pills or castor our and herself dating back to a quarrel
ALL CASH
WITH
over a cow owned by the Carleys,
This is Important.
Cascarets work while you sleep; which got loose- - and trespassed on
cleanse and regulate the stomach, Zimmerman's property. At the time
remove the sour, undigested and fer Miss Zimmerman and Bresnaham are
menting food and foul gases; take the alleged to have threatened to shoot
excess bile from the liver and carry the cow but were dissuaded from doout of the system all the constipated ing so by Mrs. Carley, who arrived
waste matter and poison In the Intesupon the scene with a small target
tines and bowels.
the
rifle, and told them if they shot
A Cascaret tonight will
straighten cow she would shoot them.
box
you out by morning a
This quarrel resulted in some one,
from any drug store will keep your
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Miss
Bresnaham and
presumably
bowels
liver
and
reg
stomach sweet;
Mrs. Carley to
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages ular and head clear for months. Don't Zimmerman, reporting
ALFALFA SEED.
forget the children. They love Cas- the division superintendent at Clovis,
carets because they taste good do with the result that that official is
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
said to have written her a letter,
good never gripe or sicken.
severely reprimanding her. This letter incensed Mrs. Carley greatly and
aroused in her a bitter hatred for
phon. blck
those whom she believed reported her.
A few weeks ago the father of Miss
Zimmerman is said to have brought
a couple of watermelons to the staAlbuquerque, N. M., Oct. 8. With tion placing them on the platform. He
Lincoln Beachey doing death-defyinwent away, and Carley in a spirit of
"stunts" in midair, with Silver City fun, is said to have painted them with
Dawson Coal
Iola
and Albuquerque playing the opening stripes. Whrn Zimmerman returned
PORTLAND CEMENT Sawed Wood
El Toro
game of the baseball tournament for for the melons he was greatly anger
cash prizes aggregating $2500, and ed by the supposed joke and threw
with extensive
agriculture, horti- the melons on the ground, destroying
culture and livestock exhibits, to- them.
gether with poultry, farming maSaturday afternoon, while Carley,
chinery, automobiles and pumps on who
is the day agent for the Santa
thirty-seconMexico's
New
display,
Fe
at
Ricardo, was working on the
annual state fair was formally opened
su
at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon at wire, he got a message from thenoti
Kinds of Building Materials.
Traction park under the most auspi- perintendent, so the story goes,
cious circumstances in the history of fying Mrs. Carley that a relief opera
White Cedar Fence
tor was on the way to Ricardo and
Screen Doors, Red
a state exposition.
she was no longer in the com
that
It
was
weather
the
cloudy,
Though
tfard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Her husband immeand
employ.
there
pany's
cool
was not uncomfortably
was no rain to dampen the enthusiasm diately handed the message to her,
Phone, Red 100
Dhnne. Ped 100
Phone, Red 100
of the several thousand In attendance. she being In the office at the time.
Mrs. Carley, who was very proud
While the crowd was not a record-breakeit was the largest for an of her position and took great pride
opening day of any previous fair and in it, felt the disgrace of losing it
the arrivals during the afternoon and keenly, and if her story told in jail
last night justify the belief that the Monday, Is to be believed, it suddenly
attendance this year is to be the unbalanced her mind. She says that
PHONE 85 MAIN.
greatest Albuquerque has ever enjoy- she opened the drawer of her desk in
exposied at its annual state-wid- e
which she kept a revolver, and tak
tion.
ing the weapon out, examined it. She
Without doubt the biggest features says she made up her mind to kill
FACTORY WOOD of the afternoon's varied program Bresnaham and Miss' Zimmerman,
SWASTIKA LUMP
were the two flights made by Lincoln whom she blamed for the loss of her
5AWED WOOD
CERRILL05 LUMP
deBeachey in a Curtis biplane. Beachey position, but on further thought
CORD WOOD
as the cided this would not be right and
STEAM COAL
lived up to his reputation
world's greatest birdman by his
placed the pistol in the drawer again.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
stunts in each flight. He From that point until she was aboard
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
started the first flight promptly at the train bound for Santa Rosa in
3:30 as scheduled and, after getting charge of the officers who arrested
up, began to execute the most start- her, she claims her mind was a blank
ling evolutions any aviator ever has and that until then she did not realize
been known to attempt in this alti- what she had done, the details of the
STAGE
tude. He flew in a machine without tragedy coming back to her as in a
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
extension planes, such as the lament- dream. It is presumed that Mrs. Car-leFrom
ed Charles F. Walsh flew with here a
on seeing Bresnaham walking toLa Salle Restaurant
BARRANCA TO TAOS year ago, in the belief that a man ward the postoffice across the street,
could not rise in this light air unless just at the time she had been notiCHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South his
machine was equipped with them, fied of her discharge, was seized with
Bounds Trains.
and also without front planes, such as a mania for revenge, for she went
Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of Walsh also used on his machine. The
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Start.
directly across the street to the
north bound train and arrives at arrangement of his
biplane enthe
cents.
Entering it, she fired three
Megular Meals 25
ables the spectators to see Beachey shots at Miss Zimmerman, who was
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 2Gc and 50c
Ten miles shorter than any other plainly and he flew yesterday in each attending to her work as postmistress.
Short Orders at All Honrs.
to the
way. Good covers hacks and good of his flights close enough
One bullet struck her forehead, but
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams grand stand and to the ground for was deflected. The other pierced her
to
or
to
machine
one
his
touch
In
a
dlaa.
speak
furnished commercial men to take
French Noodle Order TOc
right lung. Bresnaham then rushed
Mew York Chop Suey 50c. the surrounding towns. Wire K'.nbudo him. In fact, Beachey electrified the into the office and Mrs.
Carley it is
crowd assembled by his seemingly
turned upon him, shooting him
l
and
capers. He said,
the arm and the abdomen, incalls It "playing around," and doesn't through
wounds from which he
mortal
flicting
seem to appreciate the actual
feats he performs in his great died afterwards.
Her husband declares she was inman-buibird.
sane at the time of the shooting and
Prices 25, 35 and 50c at the Elks' the Sun man who talked with her at
tcnight. Coney Island Comedy com- the jail here shares the belief that
she is still insane. People at Ricarpany.
and
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass
do say the woman has shown signs
FE
FROM SANTA
all points in New Mexico, Ari
of insanity for some time past.
The grand jury, which was to have
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
been
discharged Saturday was held
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
in session until Monday when it investigated the tragedy, and returned
an indictment against Mrs. Carley.
Numerous witnesses have been summoned from Ricardo, including Car-le4
and
are plump
rosy.
husband of the slayer. Mrs. Car-lewill probably be formally arraignIf pale and sickly, something is
ed in a few days on a charge of murr
i si
wrong, and the signal should not der.
Mrs. Carley was brought before
be neglected.
examination into
It's often the case that food does the court and an resulted in findmental condition
her
not contain the certain elements
ing that she was insane. She will be
which Nature requires to meet the sent to the asylum in Las Vegas in a
few days; at present she is occupying
demands of the rapidly developing
Address
the woman's ward In jail. Her husInformation
Full
and
Rates
For
body and brain.
band J. E. Carley was here during the
can
be
food
whict
One
dependQ. F. & P. AGENT,
171 ir-CMexamination and left for Ricardo
ed upon is
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Thursday night. Mrs. Carley has
three children and is about to become a mother again. Santa Rosa
Sun.
s
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"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

WITH ECZEMA

PILLS. "CASCARET5"

Again Reminds You of the Superior

OCTOBER

The Original and

1 THE

For Many Years, On Thigh. Also
Awful Itching Skin.
on Scalp.
Could Not Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Completely Cured,

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
Saver

A Money andFuel

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mjkc f'our Selection
while our stock is complete in, a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you

Lebanon, O. "My eczema started on
my thigh with a small pimple. It also came
on my scalp. It began to Itch and I began
to scratcn. ror eignteen
or twenty years I could not
tell what I passed through
with that awful itching.
I would scratch until the
blood would soak through
my underwear, and I couldn't talk to my friends on the
street but I would be
and Dunchlng that
pot, until I vas very much ashamed. The
after
Itching was so intense I could not sleep
once in bod a.ul warm. I certainly suffered
torment with that eczema for many years.
" I chased after everything I ever heard of;
all to no avail. I saw the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sent for
when I
a sample. Imagine my delight
applied the first dose to that awful Itchinga
fire on my leg and scalp, In less than
minute the iteming on both places ceased.
I got some more Cuticura Soap and Ointment. After tlie second day I never had
another Itching spell, and Cuticura 8oap
and Ointment completely cured me. I was
troubled with awful dandruff all over my
scalp. The Cuticura Soap has cured that
trouble." (Sinned) L. R. Fink, Jan. 22, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
dress
Tender-faced
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.
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the advantagsstobehad
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BUY A COLES HEATER
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

FOR HARD COAL
Mica doors

Purchasing a Coles.

in

are extra large fitted

in

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.

re-

cessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".

HADWARE COMPANY.

WOOD DAVIS
--

.!.:

Phone

If Its' Hardware We Have It.

14.

Phone

14.

Modern Grocery Gomp'y.

post-car- d

--

1 ,500 feet above the sea,
from which
they climbed to a neighboring peak
on the continental divide at an elevation of mora than 12,000 feet. As the
party included men who had climbed
and studied mountains in all quarters
of the globe the days spent in the
high country of Colorado were full of
interest and there were many comparisons made between these moun
tains and the elevated regions in
otr-eparts of the world.
Prof. Emil Clark, of the University
ol Geneva, who formerly was presi-oen- t
of the Swiss Alpine club and is
oi?e of the strongest pedestrians in
the party, found the climbing easy as
compared with many of the ascents
he had made in his native land. He
said that the Colorado mountains he
had seen have gentle slopes and
rounded forms compared with the
Swiss Alps. The Colorado highlands
have largo plateaus whereas the
level places in the Swiss mountains
sue small and are often used as pastures for cattle and goats.
In Colorado Professor Chaix was
struck by the elevated tree line. The
trees grew almost as high as they
climbed whereas in Switzerland they
reached hardly half that elevation. He
believed that the Swiss Alps tree line
had been artificially lowered for the
herders on the elevated pastures of
the Alps had cut the trees as, they
needed fuel.
Another aspect of the Colorado
mountains appeared to Joseph Partsch
professor of geography in the University of Leipzig. He was aston'shed
and engineering
at 'he enterprise
bkili of the men who had buil. the
railroads in, through and over the
Rocky mountains. The heights thesi;
railroads reached were amazing to a
foreigner and far surpassed anything
attained by the standard steam railroads of Europe. Comparing them
with roads in about the same latitude
abroad, Partsch said that in the Pyre nnes, between France and Spain,
the only railroads were built close
to the seacoast on the east and west
where the elevations were very low,
and that there were no railroads at
Even in
all in the higher Pyrennes.
the Alps the great railways pierced
the mountains by tunnels at elevations only a few thousand feet, while
in Colorado several of the main lines
reached heights of from 10,000 to 12,- 000 feet and the Rockies were crossed
and
many times by the
steel rails.

ARE STRONCi FOR SWIFT. You will
be, too, if you do as we say. Those
SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAMS and BACON
received fresh every week are just what you
need to make a hurry breakfast.

1

AVIATOR

Only Absolutely

WE

I IIMPH Wfcy say We have the ,arsest ,lne of
COLD LUNCH MEATS in the city, and

PHP
LUllvll
rUlt

they are not old and musty.

THE KOSHER MEATS
HAVE
15-

YOU

IN

TOMORROW

TRIED THEM?

-

The Store With a Conscience.
'PHONE 262.

1

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN

IN ODS,

METH-

Electricity plays a most Impo-

rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

desired.

pew

IS QUITE SO

KILLED.

NOTHING as to touch the button and

is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat- ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day aad n?ght" Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Joseph
Birmingham, Ala., Oct.
who
Stevenson, of Mineaola, N.
fell from his biplane yesterday, died
here today.
S.

London, Oct 8. Frank C. Bostock,
trainier and
well known animal
menagerie proprietor died today.

Oh, How I Itched!

'

y

or

Best
Route

West

CTaY

D

ECOMONY

Save Your Orders

GROCERY

For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladders, Common Ladders, Ironing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. .'. ..

"All Go)ds at Rirht Prices"
IS THE MOTTO OF

J.

H. BLAIN,

DEAL TO ALL.

SQUitRE

fc09
r

Jr.

San Frencisco Street
.

'

;V

FOR RHODES

at

The Novelty Shop,

It is made of wheat and barley,

and contains true tissue-buildinelements including the Phosphate
of Potash especially needed for
promoting healthy brain growth.
g

KMGalisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
All work guaranteed first class.

J.F.RHOADS
Work lor the New Mexican. It Is
working tor you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

dish of GRAPE-NUTand
cream each morning for a few
weeks, often works a marvellous
change Iff the health of a child,
and children like it
A

S

" There's a Reason "
Poatum Cereal Company, Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.

THE SaflVotiNTS

IN ARIZONA

Grand Canyon, Ariz. The forty
members of the American Geographiexcal society's
cursion reached their highest altitudes this week. They walked over
0
Kagerman Pass, which is nearly
feet above the level of the sea and
which is the dividing line between
the waters flowing westward into the
Pacific Ocean by way of the Colorado
river and those flowing into the Gulf
of Mexico through the Arkansas and
Mississippi rivers.
The next day they started from
Denver on the Moffat road and ascended to its highest point, Corona,
trans-continent-

12,-00-

g
What long
days of constant torture what sleepless nights or
terrible agony itch itch itch, con
artant ltoh. until it seemed that I must
tsar off my very akin then
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed
and healed!
The very first drops or u.u.u.
for Eczema stopped that awful
its tastantly: yes, the very momentrs
D.D.D. touched the burning skin the
caaad. A 25c bottle Droves it.
D.D.D. has been known for years aa
W viuf auoui u tci;
remedy, for it washes away the disease
leaves the skin as ciear ana
Cms and
as that of a child.
All other druggists have a.u.u.
go to them it you can't come
to us but don't accept some big profit
substitute.
But If you come to our store, we are
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
bottle on
that we offer you a full size
not find that
this guarantee: If you doAT
ONCE,
itch
it
it takes away the
costs you not a cent.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

nerve-rackin-

on

tor-Cu-

CAPITAL

PHARMACY,

Santa Fe,

Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
fOOSTERS ONE YEAR

--

OLD

$3.00 to $5.00
A.

Rooms With Bath,

THE

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBffl

HOTEL

N. M.

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
A Number of

Charles

j

Wheelon

PHONE 204

J.

This Is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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COLLEGE LEAGUES TO
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JUST ONE TRIAL

ON TOP OF THAT

OF

CLOTHES

the best material, iully
guaranteed, the latest styles, and
made from

OUR SCHOOL

SHOES

one-thir- d

That

tailors.
made up by first-claPlaced against the ready-mad- e
clothes, why there's no comparison
in wearing qualities, style and fit.
Give me a chance to show you a list
of the orders I have taken in five
ss

d

Duty

days. You are entitled to the best
there is in clothes, and there is only
one place in Santa Fe to get them.

in;

Vi
--

one-thir-

would appeal to you.

a

Most

I

must be an investment that

i

tmittpr when the Iuiik
A
sun.i-torliitrip hhh.v or to
nut only expensive, tint ft ini
volves seiiir,-ill(iifi.nii Inline mid friends.
Nome lire henellleil. !,nt few- can wifely re- turn
Alterative Is elTeetlve for
uonie treiiliuent. Tor example:
:

$25 what ordinarily costs
$40, that on the face of it it

ue

la n serious

1
TUn

New York city, Oct. 8. A federa- of these 500 there are at least
tion o college progressive leagues
women students.
t
H rh Art
Desirable
.
was formed today at the National
News comes from Williams College.
--'.II S. AtlnntiiAve., Ilnddonlield, V. .1.
Progressive headquarters with Phillip Williamstown, Mass., that Roderick
"Oeiitlemeu
In the full of !ttir I con- J. Roosevelt of Harvard as president, FacLeod has organized a progressive
traeted a very severe. eod. whli-l- settled
and
on my lnnirs. Ar last I lipftun to raise
V F. Hlaehley of Columbia
Univer- league among the students there.
npniiim, anil my physician tlien told me I
VV.
as
to
must
B.
wired
and
Jones
Straus
Walter
California
k
from
the
sity
At
secretary,
Roger
Immediately.
time I was advised to take Ik- of Princeton as treasurer.
University of Oregon that nearly one' tills
I
iiiiiii s Alterative.
stayed at home and
Easy Shoes
There are 280,000 colloge students half of the students of that institu
conimenced taking it the last week In
Artistic.
I heunn to
Octolier.
nnd the
so far enrolled at the colleges and tion had promised to work actively
Improve,
Hist week In January, llHItl. I resinned
universities In the United States, and for the progressives.
my regular occupation, having gullied l'."i
pounds, fully restored to health. It is
out of this number It appears probable,
I. K. Starkweather wired from the
for
I
now rive years since mv
Shoe
2
overy has heen
from telegrams
received Brown University at Providence, that effected, and I cannot praise
Kckmans
today
too
Alterative
I
liiu'hlv.
recomhave
throughout the country, that more many students there were enthusiasmended it with excellent results."
than
of these are progres- tic "Bull Moosers.'1
(Signed)
w, jf. TAT KM.
Your
Alterative is effective In
sives. These telegrams were sent to
E. Bacon has organized at Harvard
Asthma. Hay Fever; Throat and
different students and it appears that a progressive league, with the maLung rrouliles. ami in upbuilding Hie
xyslem. Does not contain poisons, opiates
ot their own accord, the students now jority of the law school students enor
dmns. Ask for booklet
Selection
Seen Here
entering are beginning to form pro rolled as members, not to speak of telling of recoveries, and write to Kckinim
l.lllloriltlir.V. I'lllladeloliiii I'll for mm,, ei l.
giessive leagues. One of the reasons the great body of Harvard students deuce.
For sale by all leading druggists
given in explanation of the fact of v.ho are working for the progressives. jy Zook'8 Parmacy. Santa Fe.
these organizatiouss formed so early
Annan Raymond of the University
and bo promptly is that college stu- of Nebraska, has enrolled several hundents are attempting to remove the dred students at Lincoln to work as Celso Lopez, Treasurer and
Collector of the County of Santa Fe,
stigma Implied in "Stover of Yale", is progressives.
of New Mexico, Defendants.
State
that they know nothing of modern afProfessor Alfred Hayes of Cornell
0972.
No.
fairs and of modern government.
University is at present occupied in
ABOVE-NAMEDEFEXD- As a matter of fact, it appears that organizing a progressive league, of TO THK
ANTS:
the majority of these college students which he states that probably
You, and each of you, are hereby
who are so warmly engaged in keep- W i 1 1 Prove Their Excellence I We've School
of the students have promised
notified that there is now pending in
ing abreast of modern government, are to become members.
Were Built for
real progressive. Another fact which At Yale, F. B. Serri lias been elected the above court the suit of J. C. Britt
Shoes for Boys and Girls
defendants,
leads to the same conclusion is that president of a progressive league just egainst said above-namepractically all of the law and econo- - organized and states that he expects the general objects of said suit being: 1
Looking or Better, Wearing
those certain1
(1) To foreclose
uucs pruiesBurs
ui an universities an enrollment of at least 1500 stuand colleges, are men of progressive dents as workers in the progressive mortgages given by the said Keystone
School Shoes You've Never Seen !
Mining and Milling Company to the
principles and in many cases, avowed cause.
members of the "Bull Moose" party.
At the same time that these stu- said J. C. Britt on the 12th day of!
At Columbia University there are dents are organizing progressive May, 1910, and the 12th day of May,
nearly GOO members of the league, leagues, they are sending in hand- 1911, respectively, and which said
OF GUN METAL, CALF,
which has organized with P. P. Fer some campaign contributions to the mortgages were given to secure an indebtedness from said Keystone Min-- '
guson, student editor of the Law Re national headquarters.
BOXCALF, VELOURCALF,
view, as president. Of the Columbia
It is expected that within a week ing and Milling Company to J. C.
Dean
which
said indebtedness now agUniversity professors,
Kirchway there will be 150 students organized Britt,
PAT. COLT ANQ THE NEW FALL TANS,
of the lay school, is an ardent
pro as progressives in every college and gregates the sum of Four Thousand
gressive. Professor Samuel McCune university in the United States. The Seven Hundred and Eighty-threand
MEDIUM OR HIGH CUT.
Lindsay, professor of social legisla- southern colleges are strong for the 15.100 Dollars ($1783.15), with inter-- j
E.
R.
A.
and
Professor
tion,
Seligman, progressives as are those of the west est thereon at the rate of seven per
who occupies the chair of economics, and east.
cent
from .August 27, 1912, and,
EVERY SHOE FITTED TO THE FOOT
are also progressive. Professor Joel One of the most enthusiastic friends which said inortages cover upon and
Spingarn, the professor of Columbia of the progressives is Professor Hiram convey to said J. C. Britt, as security
who retired last winter after an alter- Thorstenderg
of Roanoke
College, for said indebtedness, in general, the
!
cation with President Butler, is also lrglnia.
described property: Three
following
SZmms&mBmWasmmswmmWa
in the progressive ranks, and is now
One of the most important of these unpatented
mining claims publicly
at progressive Btate headquarters college clubs will be at Princeton it- known as "1 rondo," "Number Four
self. This league lias just been orworking in that capacity.
Lode," "Fairview," located in the Los
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00
B. B. Cohen wired today from Chi- ganized by Roger V. Straus, a PrinceCerrillos mining district in Santa Fe
stu-$2 50 and $3.00
i
ton student, who is a son of Oscar
cago that there were already 500
New Mexico,- together with
dent members of the progressive S Straus, the progressive candidate County,
any building or buildings and improveleague of the University of Chicago. for governor of New York.
ments now standing or at any time
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
hereafter placed on said lands, includ$2.50 and $3.00
ing all boilers, engines, hoists, shaftTROUPE OF TRAINED
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
ing, pulleys, hangers, belting and all
ACCOkDING TO SIZE.
appliances for the transmission of
SEALS IN SANTA
PALACE.
power or steam and any and all fixFE OCTOBER 15 M. .7. Seaton, Valdea
tures in or which may be placed in
Aldo Leopold, Ties Piedras.
any building or buildings upon said
Carl Leopold, Burlington, la.
real estate or mining claims; and to
There are few people in the United
D. J.
Kansas City.
sell said
mortgaged
States who have not at some time, or Albert Cavanaugh, Denver.
Spengler,
property to satisfy said indebtedness,
another, attended some big circus,
E. C. Sparrow, Pueblo.
according to the practice of the court
watching act after act, until the big
J. N. Jenkins, Denver.
and to recover a judgment for any de
groups of seals come out, then everyJ. B. Lippincott, Los Angeles.
ficiency that may be found to exist on
body "sits up and takes notice."
E. C. Johnson.
xitvirammsmuwmsWsmssmtm
the indebtedness due the J. C. Britt
These animals from the northern seas,
P. H. Baer, Chicago.
&
said
from
Milling
Keystone Mining
are very intelligent, and learn very
James G. Fitch, Socorro.
Company after applying the proceeds
quickly, any and all tricks they are
W. H. McNicol, Albuquerque.
of the sale of said property thereon.
called on to perform. How many
R. H. Price, Doming.
(2) A further object of said suit is
patrons of the circua ever get close
Roy B. Cutter, Deming.
to enjoin and estop the said defendenough to this denizen of the deep II. B. Jamison, Albuquerque.
ant. The Bankers Bond Company, (a
and to know its real being? Very
Eugenio Romero, Las Vegas.
corporation organized and existing, as
few.
MONTEZUMA.
J C Britt is informed and believes,
Ed. T. Tittman, Hillsboro.
AI. G. Barnes has secured a troupe
under
and by virtue of the laws of the
Lew
St.
Louis.
of these animais for exhibition pur
Pates,
of
State
Oklahoma, with its principal
C.
Bauer, Globe.
poses, and so has arranged the place
place of business in the City of PittsJohn M. Wiley, Silver 'City.
of exhibition that one can put their
Mr. and Mrs. William Ross, San burgh in the State of Pennsylvania)
hands on their heads. Copt. S.
from having or claiming any interest
Francisco.
of Cape Nome. Alaska, (for
or title in and to the said property
R. M. Ball.
years overseer on the United States
covered by the mortgages, given by
William
Schumaker,
Hbg.
Gy.
or
at
reind
that
farm
government
the said Keystone Mining and Milling
R. L. Pfaffle, Mineral Hill.
point,) gives a very Interesting lecto said J. C. Britt (which
G.
John
Taos.
Company
Tinker,
ture, explaining the habits and traits
7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 1912.
Leo Smith, Tolar.
property is hereinbefore more fully
of seals.
W. B. Norton, Albuquerque.
deed
;
and
certain
that
that
described)
It must be remembered that a seal
John M. Smith, Moriarty.
of trust or mortgage which was on
cannot live in fresh water, and sea
C. A. Sloans, U. S. A.
the 15th day of August, 1909, pretend-edlwater must be had In great quantities
Monday,
Opening Day
R. C. Hill, U. S. A.
given by the said Keystone Minor they will live but a few weeks.
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
to
&
said
the
Milling Company
ing
G. A. Watson, Toronto.
Tuesday,
They must also have fish that are
Day"
Bankers Bond Company to secure an
natives of the northern waters, or J. T. Kelly, Deming.
bond issue of Thirty Thousand
alleged
none at all, and consequently one can
F. M. Mayo, Deming.
Doldars ($30,000), and which said
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
M. C. de Baca, Bernalillo.
realize as they look upon these anideed of trust or mortgage pretended-lmals that they are seeing something
CORONADO.
covers and attempts to create a
Thursday,
Albuquerque Day
Lou Hardigan, Gallup.
out of the ordinary.
lien on the same property described
George Greely, Gallup.
-- Firemen's
in the said mortgages of the said J.
This is only one of the special feaDay
Friday,
James LePay, Gallup.
C. Britt (and which have been heretures presented in the Al. G. Barnes
Henry
Gallup.
Tree,
more
inbefore
show, that will exhibit in Santa Fe on
described),
fully
Columbus Day
Saturday,....
Mr. and Mrs. William Winans, Stanbe cancelled and discharged
of
Tuesday, October Jf..
ley.
record; and that any and all per
Anastacio Salazar, Las Vegas.
Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,
sons claiming under said Bankers
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
R. Martinez, Las Vegas.
Bond
as
either
suftwo
Company,
I
the
"For
purchasers,
past
years
says:
EVERY DAY
L. Garcia, Las Vegas.
incumbrances or otherwise may be
fered with kidney trouble, had severe
E. Gurule, Las Vegas.
barred and foreclosed of all right,
M. O. Trujillo, Las Vegas.
pains across my back and over my
D. K. B. SELLERS,
claim, or equity of redemption in the
FRANK A. STORTZ
hips that almost meant death to me
Refugio Romero, Las Vegas.
said premises described in the said
at times. I used several well known
EUROPEAN.
President.
mortgages of sad J. C. Britt.
C. S. Bergland, Mason City, Ark.
Secretary.
kidney remedies, but got no relief unCelso
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
(3) That the defendant,
Melvin Ness, Mason City, Ark.'
CoI can truthfully say made me a sound
C. F. Lucas, Espanola.
Lopez, Treasurer and
llector of Santa Fe County, State of
W. G. Thayer, Chicago.
and well man." For sale by all
John L. Campbell, Chicago.
New Mexico, be enjoined and restrainB. F. Summers, Estancia.
ed from collecting or receiving on acC. Weidner.
count of the taxes alleged to be due
COPPER STATEMENT.
W. H. Chamberlain, Albuquerque. and owing upon said mortgaged propWilliam Stamp. Albuquerque.
erty any sum greater than the sum of
New York, Oct. 8. The statement
R. L. Hicks, Tucumcari.
and
One Hundred and Thirty-seveot the Copper Producers' association
R. L. Castleberry, Espanola.
which
98.100
Dollars,
($137.98)
for September shows a nenarciETT
amount said plaintiff, J. C. Britt, confor September shows an increase in
IN THE DISTRICT COURT.
tends is the proper amount of taxes,
stocks on hand of 16,364,213 pounds,
)
interest and penalties due and owing
compared with the previous month. STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
4
)ss
and payable to said officer on said
Production for the month was 140,089,-819- ,
)
County of Santa Fe.
a decrease of S, 583,702; domestic
mortgaged property.
delivery 63,460,810, a decrease of 15,- - J. C. Britt, Plaintiff,
You, and each of you, are further
v.
261,608 ; foreign delivery 60,264,796, a
notified, unless you have been pre-- ;
decrease of 10,220,354; and total de- - Keystone Mining & Milling Com- viously served with personal service
livery 123,725,606, a decrease of 25, pany, fa corporation), The Bankers herein, that unless you enter your ap- Bond Company, (a corporation), and
481,962.
pearance in said cause on or before
nine o'clock, a. m. November 20, 1912,
(Scenic Line of
World)
judgment will be emered against you
in
said cause, as prayed for,
by default
Housework is drudgery (or the weak woman. Sne brushes, dusts and lorubs, of ir the complaint on file herein.
VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DENYou are further notified that the
is on her feet all day attending to the many details of the household, her back ach&
RIO
VER
attor-neGRANDE
STATIONS TO
ing, her temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of pain, possibly dizzy name and address of plaintiff's
feelings. Sometimes rest in bed is not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do
is as follows : E. P. Davies, Rooms
of
satis&ed
real
The
is
of
women
need
not permit
refreshing sleep.
weak, nervous
25 and 26, Capital City Bank Building,
by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, and as Mrs. Briggs and omen, testify :
Columbia, California, Idaho,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
It Makes Weak Women Strong and Sick Women Wall. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have!
Nevada,
remove the cause
Oregon and Washington Points
This
women's weaknesses,
hereunto set my hand and seal this
Inflammation and ulceration, it of
heals "Prescription"
the nerves,
tranqoilizes
tuo
encourages
Sth day of October, A. D. 1912.
appetite and induces restful sleep.
M. A. ORTIZ.
Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let everyone know what
(Seal.)
On
his " Favorite Prescription" contains, a complete list of in10th
Probate Clerk of Santa Fe County and
Do not let any druggist
gredients on the
Clerk of the District!
persuade you that his unknown composition is "just as god"
Court of Santa Fe County, State of
in order that be may make a bigger profit.
New Mexico.
Mrs. Bbaztli, Bnrooa, of 529 N.Washington St. Delphos,
By EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
Ohio, writes: " Having: taken your ' Favorite Prescription,
for a bad case of intestinal discasn and constipation with
woman's ills,. for which I was almost unahle to do anyWashington, D. C, Oct. 8. Cholera
thing, I think I am eafe in paring that there are no remedies is
epidemic at Yokohama, Japan, ac
in the world like Dr. Pierce's Favorite Proscription and
Call on or write your local agent or W. D.
Purifying Lotion Tablets.' I am now enjoying tha best of cording to today's reports to the pubShea, T. P.
health, and thank Dr. Pinrce for h's wonderful medicines lic health service, and extra precau
which havo done mo a world of good."
Santa
for
Fe,
information
as
to
tions for Inspection of ships from
rates, routes, etc.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pcilcts regulate liver and bowels.
Iaa.BBicaa,
there have been ordered.
one-fift-

you can get for

QETTINU

for Tuberculosis
Ih

50.

ARE

cHLSO

It

PROVE TO YOU that the
Special Suits that we are offering
for TEN DAYS MORE are real
that will pay you more than
IT STANDS TO 'REASON

YOU

Effective Home Remedy
are iil'i'ivtril.

CAN

that when
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Better

LEATHERS

e

APITAL 1 AILOR

-

East Side of Plaza,

(7)

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

PERFECTLY

Boys' School Shoes

Santa Fe,

vOCT.I

Girls' School Shoes

The5H0WThATS DlEFEBENXl

PFLUEGER'S

above-mentione-

The Shoe Man

Bic 3

RiiwViLD-Ar-JiriAfc- -

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.

October

y

"State

350 LlONSrTlCEnSLTEOPARDS

ELEPnANTSSEAlLIONS,ZEDRA'S

y

Apes, Dcxis, Ronies, PIoniueys

HonsES.EvEnYANiNALAfrAcT.oa
THETOHLYREACILDjIICCIRCUSIONTEARTI
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PERF0RMANCESrD00RS0PENt:RM:0?a
am.
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Sept. 11, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Andres
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead ap
plication 04786, No. 11988, for S
SB
N
NB
Section 4,
p,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
1-- 2

1--

1--

2

na

Every Woman
IS

Interested and should know
sbmif the wnnrirfiil

MARVEL Whirling Spray
itc new vaginal synnga.
Best most

convenient. II
cleanses Instantly.
Ask your druggist for it.
If he cannot suddIv tl
MARVEI., accept no otherTM
out send stamp for illustrated
It gives full partlcu
lars and directions invaluable to ladles.
MUia CO., 44 Dal 23d Iras t. Haw Varh

proof, to establish claim to the land
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
16, 1912.
'
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
names
Cruz
Claimant
as
witnesses:
.
T.inn
Dn..lu.1
J
i
Griego, of Leyba, N. M.. Macario Ley- iThTnT PnnVoioo
.CX !ninla
Salvador above
described, before Register or
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
oi Wlllard, N. M., John Pettine, of
Register. Willard, N. M.

J. C. Ray, Wlnfield, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter.
Various kidney
remedies were tried without result,
and finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no longer needed a catheter. He continued
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entirely cured." For sale by all Druggists.
FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, U. S.
Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
NOTICE

E,

September 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
for SB 4 NW
Entry No.
4
Sec. 13 and NE 4
SW
E
Section 24, Township 11 N
NW,
has filed
Range 13 E., N. M. P.
notice of Intention to make five-ye8479-069S-

1--

1-- 2

1--4,

1-- 4

1--

1--

n

Colonist Kates

t

MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.
You cannot get up to

Jate printing

unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always as sored personal at
tendon.
A want Ad. in tha New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

VIA

j

'

'

Housework. Drudgery!

British

.

Montana,

j

'

bottle-wrapp-

F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jacksonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living. ' I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one
bottle I was better, and when I had
taken two more I was thoroughly
cured." For sale by all Druggists. -

RIO GRANDE
the

Sale September 25th to October

io

LIBERAL STOPOVERS

j
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NOT. ALL ROSES
WILLIAM

FARAH

Capital Bar

MRS. GIBSON DISCOUERS WHV PITCHER JOE WOOD PAVS NO ATTENTION TO MASH NOTES; THE
REASON LIUES IN KANSAS CITY WOMAN WRITER
(NTERUIEWS RED SOX STAR.
(By Ida McGlone Gibson.)
"Ask Joe Wood about the girls send-- ;
ing him "mash notes,'" said Jake
Stahl, with a laugh, I had caught
Stahl unawares and made him own upj
that foolish girls were the bane of the
ball plaver s life, but he disclaimed
getting them and referred me to. the
Red Sox star pitcher, ,
Just then, a youth with shoulders of
a heavyweight boxer, the mouth and
smooth skin of a boy, and steely blue
eyes which look you straight in the
face, strolled up. He wore a rah-rasuit of clothes and a dinky little hat,
both hands in his trouser pockets and

a most engaging smile.
"Let me present Joe Wood, our star
pitcher," said btahl.
"No wonder the girls send you mash
notes," thought I, but I asked "What
do you say to the girls who write
ou?"
Wood turned reproachful eyes upon
"I pay no
Stahl; as he stammered:
attention to them."
"Where does the reason for your
paying no attention to them live?"
was my next question.
chuckled Stahl.
"That's right,"
"Grill him good."
pitchThe .boy for the
er who has made such a phenomenal
reco'rd this year is very boyish, turned
at bay and " 'fessed up."
"IVell, if you mean the real girl,"
ho Said, "she lives in Kansas City."
It must have been a boy and girl
affair, for young Wood lived and was
graduated from the high school in
Kansas City. He started to take a law
course at college, but as he says,
"baseball became rather interesting
about that time."
This is Wood's second year in the

j

good,

Continuing on the subject of "mash
noteB" he said: "I. can't see why any
should write tp a man she has
gi
onfy Been 0n the diamond, for I think
that we in. uniforms are only surpasses-In
ugliness' by th.6 fellows in foot' ball 4og8.
':',ir?w!;''f .fc j '
"It's a funny thing, though, that a
fellow gets these .letters just after he
has made a good play. I have doped
it out that little Miss Homebody is
anxious to get into the limelight I'll
bet she is the same girl that writes to
the man who murders his wife or gets
in jail for having too many of them."
From whjch it will be seen that the
gjri letter writers do not get much sat- isfaction out of Joe.
Wood has an ambition to become
tne greatest pitcher of all time. He
did not say this while I was talking to
him, but I could see It nicely em- bedded in the back of his closelycrop-pehead, just the same.
"I never touch liquor of any kind
and do not drink coffee or tea while
I am playing ball," he said. "I attend
strictly to the game, for I have seen
many a promising player sent back to
the tall grass because he could not resist eating and drinkng with the
friends who called him a good fellow.
This restaurant good fellow business
never gets you anywhere."
You can see from this that Wood
1? nursing an ambition which it looks
as if he would accomplish. Holding
the American league record for pitching, at 22, after only two years' experience in fast company, he is likely to JAKE STAHL AND JOE WOOD TEL
"MASH"
surprise the oldest baseball statistician before he is 25. At present he is
very level headed, very enthusiastic game for all that it is worth, and he
for a type of young baseball
and very much determined to play the
;

stand and

back-fiel-

d

bleachers.

--

A8EHPOAE

Boston:

rf

HooDer.

Yerkes, 2b
Speaker,, cf.
Lewis, If. .
Gardner,. 3b.
Stahl, . lb. .
Wagner, ss.
Cady, c";. ...
"Wood,

p.

.

,

3

1

4

0

130

.3

0

..4
..4
..4

1

.

0

0

morning there was a constant pouring
of spectators through the turnstiles.
The lower grand stand was filled at
noon . The upper stands, being re- H
11
.o
iha
fl,a 1nof
teams had about finished their prac
tice when the last spectator passed
through the turnstile.
Back of the Red Sox were crowded
the fans from Boston. They were
there to cheer and yell and they did
it with a lustiness that vied with thft
cries of the New York crowd. A brass
band perched in a stand near the field
bleachers was drowned out by the
constantly cheering crowd.
The national commission held a
meeting this morning and gave its
instructions to the umpires.
Neither of the rival managers was
prepared to announce his batting order early today for everything de- -

,.,!

..3
..3

Two

,

L IDAH McGLONE

player which does honor to the
sion.

reach it. Snodgrass struck out. Devore and Doyle scored on Murray's
single to center, Murray went out trying to stretch his hit. Speaker, Cady
to Wagner.
Two runs, two hits, no errors.
INNING.

FOURTH

First half: Gardner went out on a
high foul to Herzog. The stands were
new cheering every play that was
made. Stahl struck out and the crowds
Tesreaifs
yelled.
spit ball was

Snodgrass, cf.

Murray, rf
Merkle, lb.
IHerzog, 3b
Meyers, c.

Becker .
Fletcher, ss
Tesreau, p
McCormick
Crandall, p.
Total

,

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

1

0

S

27 13

1

2

4

0

1

3

0

4
4

1

1
1

0

2

0
0

1

.

.

0

7

0
0

0

1

3
0
3
2
1

.

0

0
2
2
1
12
1
1
0
3
0
0
0

1

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

2

0

0

0

batted for Tesreau.
Becker ran for Meyers in ninth.
INNNINGS:
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 04
Boston
0
13
New' York
McCormi k

0200000

Some forty thousand people surged
Into the vast arena of the Brush stadium today to witness the first struggle of the New York plants, pennant winners of the National League,
and the Boston Red Sox, champions
or the American League, for the
.
worM'S championship.
Mayor Gaynor of New York and
Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston, joined
in the cheering for their respective
teams. The mayors sat together in
an upper tier box.
A day of sunshine and Indian summer warmth was the pleasant portion of players and spectators. Not
a cloud flecked the sky and the ball
players agreed that It was a rare day
Tor the sport.
'
Excited and anxious "fans" gather-- )
etf before nightfall to secure the first
choice of seats in the lower grand- -

j
'

p

EIGHTH

INNING.

Crandall went in the
Lewis went out
on a sharp grounder to shortstop who
made a perfect throw to Merkle.
Crandall's service consisted largely of
a slow wide outcurve and an equally
slow drop ball. The change of pace
from the speedy Tesreau to the slow
ball of Crandall seemed to worry the
Red Sox. Gardner struck out. Stahl
was another strikeout victim.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half: Devore out Wagner
to Stahl. It was a fast play on Wagner's part. Doyle was another victim
route. Snodgrass
of the Wagner-Stah- l
popped to Gardner. ,
No runs, no hits, no errors.

First half:

box for New York.

NINTH INNING.
Wood was

given a
cheer as he walked to the Boston
bench. As the shadow of the grandstand broke over the grounds .the.
Giants had difficulty in locating the
:
'
ball.
Wagner doubled to left. Cady sacrificed, Herzog to Merkle.. Wagner
took third. Wood out, Qrandall to
Merkle. Wagner was held at third,
Hooper lined to Doyle.
No runs, no hits, one error.
Second half: It was the Giants
last half and two runs were needed
to tie and three to win. Murray
filed to Hooper.
Merkle singled to
center, and the New York fans took
courage. Herzog got a single to
right, Merkle taking second. The
stands were in an uproar and cheered
threw
Spectators
continuously.
cushions on the field. Merkle scored
on Meyers' double, Herzog', taking
third. Becker ran for Meyers. Fletcher struck out. Crandall struck out.
One run, three hits, no errors.'
The batting order of the teams at

AB R II PO A E
3

!

First half:

Three base hits: Speaker.
:
Five hits in twenty-time- s
seven
in
at bat
innings; off
Crandall, one hit in six times at bat
hits:
Sacrifice
In two innings.
Hooper, Cady. Double plays: Stahl
to Wood. Left on bases: Boston, 0;
New York, C. First base on balls: Off
Tesreau, 4; off Wood, . Base on errors: Boston, 1; New York, 1. Hit
by pitched ball: By Wood, Meyers.
Struclt out: Tesreau, 4; Crandall, 2;
Wood, 11. Time, 2:10. Umpires: At
plate; Klem; on bases, Evans; left
fields O'Laughlin; right field, Rigler.

Doyle, 2b

profes-stand- s

on a long fly to Murray.
No runs, no hits, one error.
Second half: Herzog popped out to
Stahl. Meyers fanned. Fletcher was
out on three strikes.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
THIRD INNING.
First half: AVood walked to first
on four balls. Hooper sacrificed, Tesreau to Merkle. Yerkes was out
Wood took third.
Doyle to Merkle.
Speaker was purposely passed to first.
Lewis was out on a high fly to Fletcher.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half: Tesreau struck out.
Wood has struck out the last three
men who faced him. Devore was given a base on balls. Doyle got a double to left, Devor
taking third. It
was a high ball and fell near the left
field foul line too far in. for Lewis to

off Tesreau

New York:
Devore, If

GIBSON ABOUT

NOTES.

Wagner.

Hits

Snod-cias-

'

.31 4 6 27 9 1
SUMMARY:
base hits: Doyle, Hooper,

Total

to
With Speaker up, the Boston
fans cried for a hit. Speaker hit for
three bases and scored on Lewis'
run-- I
grounder to Doyle, who threw the
ner out at fi st. Gardner struck out.
One run. cue hit, no errors.
Second haif: Snodgrass safe when
Wagner fumbled his grounder. It was
a hard hit ball and bounced out of
Wagner's hand. Murray attempted to
sacrifice but popped a fly into Stahl's
touched the first base
hand he th-coutd return. Mer-kl- e
before Snoc'.-ra- ss
flied to Wagner. .
No runs, no hits, no errors.
'
SFVENTH INNING.
First Half: Doyle to Merkle. Wagner singled to center, and the Boston
crowd howled. Cady also singled to
rsntcr Warmer takine second. The
islands were' in an uproar as Wood
forced
jwent to tb- bat. Cady was Wood's
at second ihen Doyle took
igiounder and tossed it onto Fletcher.
the play.
Wagner went to third
Wagner scored on Hooper's double to
rlgQt wo:d took third on the play.
me
was now tied, ana 4Vn
Tim
Boston crowd was again in an uproar.
Wood scored on Yerkes' single to.
throw-inleft, Yerkfs took second on the
Hooper also scored on Yerkes'
single. Speaker struck out. Three
runs, four hits, no errors.
Second Half: Herzog was the first
strike out victim of the inning. Wood
used great speed and shot them
across the corners of the plate. Meyers
Meyers
was hit .by a pitched ball.
was forced at second on Fletcher's.
grounder which Yerkes threw to,Wag-nerMcCormick went to bat in place
of Tesreau.
McCormick flied to Lewis.
No runs, no hits, no errors.

First half:

0
5
11
1

n

INNING.
Yerkes flied

SIXTH

2

.D

Phone 239 W

He took three mighty swings at the
ball, but f.i led to connect. Devore
popped to I t wis. It was a pitcher's
battle, Tesitau having the better of
it. Doyle get a single which Gardner
runmanaged to knock down and the
was
thrown
and
to
stretch
ner tried
wonout, Gardner to Yerkes. It was a
derful stop by Gardner and an equally
fine throw to second.
No runs, or - hit, no errors.

d

as the crowd cheered. The Giants
wore their home uniforms of white
with thin black stripes. Larry Doyle,
the Giants' second baseman and captain, was presented with an automobile. The Giants then began their batting
practice.
'
The Red Sox came on the field five
minutes later and were given a hearty
cheer. The Boston players warmed
up along the side lines while an army
of photographers flocked over the field
snapshooting the players.
The crowd gave vent to its enthusiasm by cheering the team members.
The lower grandstand was black with
people and as soon as the hack aisles
began to choke with the throng, the
gates were closed. There were only
a. few bare spots in the field bleachers.
The Boston delegation, waving red
flags, with the aid of a brass band,
helped to keep on edge the feverish
excitement of the crowd.
The umpires were: Klem, behind
the bat; Evans took the bases; Rigler
went to right field while O'Loughlin
went to left field.
It was announced that Tesreau and
Meyers would be the batteries for New
York and Wood and Cady for Boston.
Chicago, Oct. 8. Rain forced a postponement of the opening game today between thy?. Chicago clubs and

yMMaaa

l

fj

wili.

-

.

-

the start,

pended upon the selection for box
work just before the game.
Uncertainty over the pitching selections indicated some jockeying of
batting orders just before the umpire
cried "play ball'' at 2 o'clock
this afternoon.
The early comers began to gather
at the Brush stadium early last night.
By midnight this line had grown to
500 people. It grew cold toward morning and the crowd snuggled close to
the high board fence along Eighth
avenue to escape a biting wind.
A Woman appeared in the line just
after midnight and was cheered. She
was not long without feminine company. By sunrise a score of women
had appeared. Club officials estimated
that there were four thousand people
at the gates at 6 a. m.
: Boston was the favorite at $10 to $3
and 10 to $9.
Betting this morning found plenty
of Boston money in sight. Bets at
$'j to $5 that Boston would win if Joe
Wood pitches today were popular with
the visitors.
The New York team came on the
field at 12:44 o'clock lead by Manager
John McGraw, who waved his hand

the American National Leagues to decide the baseball championship of
Chicago.

FIRST INNING.

First half: Mayor Gaynor threw
Hooper
the ball out to Meyers.
walked, Tesreau being somewhat un
steady.
Merkle,
play.
With
cheer.

Yerkes was out Doyle to
Hooper taking second on the

Speaker up the crowd gave a
Speaker was out, Doyle to
Merkle, Hooper went to third on the
play. Lewis flied out to Snodgrass.
No runs, no hits, io errors.
fanned.
Devore
Second half:
Wood's speed .was terrific. Doyle
was out Wagner to Stahl. Snodgrass
singled to center. Murray walked.
Merkle flied out to Wagner.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
.

SECOND

INNING.

First half: Gardner was safe on
Fletcher's error. It was a ground
ball and Fletcher fumbled it badly.
Gardner was forced at second when
Tesreau took Stahl's grounded and
threw to Fletcher. Stahl was out
stealing, Meyers to Doyle. Wagner
took his base on balls. Cady was out
.

carry California by at least
plurality.
Indiana We believe we will carry
Indiana with republican ticket running poor third. Sentiment growing
wonderfully.
Illinois Roosevelt plurality in this
state will be between 100,000 and 150,-00State ticket running with national ticket will undoubtedly be elected by overwhelming majority.
"(Signed)
"JOSEPH M. DIXON,
"Chairman National Committee."

It is not aU a bed of roses for the
recruit In the "big show," as a number of the university players can

100,-00-

0

"Toot" Schultz although
testify.
still in fast company, is one of those
who have had their bumps. The
former University of Pennsylvania
boxman entered organized base ball
last year, and made a poor start, but
Dooln believed Schultz had the making of a good twirler, and tided him
over. One good thing about him, as
well as all the other college players,
ia f Via fonr thnt r la otvnnrrk nti ktha i New Orleans. La.. Oct. 8. A well
stickworkl - For a pitcher heitf bat4 fleVeloped case of; yellow fever was
taken from the British steamer Chauting out a good average of .250. t
the vessel arrived at quaranStitt another of the? ftitercolfeglate cer when
at the mouth of the Missistation
tine
starsj.-Whwas assayed to make as
river
today The patient is a
ssippi
6wu n icuum in me league, uus laimu
at
lis "Stfeve?( White. For three years he Greek who boarded the steamer
'C
was (Princeton's mainstay in the box, Santos, Brazil.
and last year pitched it to victory
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
over Yale. The Giants gave him a
tryout through the latter part of the writes: "My wife had a cough that
season of 1911 and this spring Clark nearly choked her to death, the worst
Griffith carried him for a month.' Griff I ever saw. We tried everything
think of but did her no good.
evidently believed the Orange and
Black boy might develop into a By good luck I happened to get a bottwirler of major league caliber, for tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Comhe had a string attached allowing the pound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
Washington club to recall him.
heard of." For sale by all druggists.
,
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V

5

255 San Francisco St.

,

4 6 1
But there was noneed for the all
BOSTON
3 8 1 night line for when the gates were
NEW YORK...
Polo Grounds, N. Y., Oct. 8. The opened and the first rush of enthucare, of, there
Bostons won the first game of the siasts had been taken
to be had. All
seats
were
still
25,000
afternoon.
this
Forty
series
world's

thousand persons saw a pitchers' battle in which Joe Wood of Boston turned back the Giants from the plate
...... rlpvpr hnx work
nmc .u nqn
a... uiith
The Giants were IIIG III . ....... ' '
lead on sharp hitting by Doyle and
scorMurray, whose bats figured in
in
the
Giants
runs
for
two
the.
ing'
third inning. Tesreau, the Giants'
pitcher, held the Bostons hitless until
the sixth when Speaker's triple and
an infield out scored the Red Sox's
first run. A succession of safe hits
by Boston netted three runs in the
seventh inning. The Giants rallied
gamely in the ninth, but were only
able to score one run on three hits.

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

--

'.

40,000 PEOPLE SEE THE WONDERFUL GAME
r. h. e.

thirst!

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins I
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles L
A

big league and he certainly is making

RED SOXS WIN 4 TO 3
SCORE:

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

8, 1912.

will

FOR RECRUIT.;

EJHIL MIGNARDOT

THE

OCTOBER

follows:

Boston Hooper, rf.; Yerkes,; 2b;
cf.; Lewis, If.; Gardner, 3b;
Speaker,
breaking sharply over the corners of
ss.; Cady.'c;. Wood
the plate. Wagner fouled to Merkle. Stahl, lb; Wagner,
p.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
New York Devore, If.; Doyle, 2b;
Second half: Murray was given a
cf.; Murray rf.; ?ferkle.
Snodgrass,
great ovation as he came in from thelb. Herzog( 3b. Meyers, c; Fletcher,
'
neia. .asi year ne ianeu 10 uiu&e B!gg,. Tesreau, p.
mi in me wona s series.
MISSOURI COURSES.
Merkle struck out. Wood burned
the ball across the plate with blind
ing speed. Herzog singled to center, ..St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 8. The nathe ball bounding over Wagner's head. tional coursing meet, which began toMeyers went out, Wood to Stahl. Her- day, has 200 entries In the futurity
Fletcher was an- for hounds two years .old or under.
zog took second.
other strike out victim, leaving Her- There are about 300 entries from all
.
zog stranded at second.
parts of the United States to, compete
No runs, one hit,, no errors.
for the Waterloo stake Thursday. The
meet will continue about ten days.', (
FIFTH INNING.
First half: Cady went out, Doyle
W. A. Rimes, Ruston, La, writes:
to Merkle. Tesreau was now in his
best pitching stride.. Not a Boston "Sometime ago I took1 Foley Kidney
results
player has made a bit so far. The Pills, and must confess the
g
have been marvelous, for I feel like
Giant pitcher employed a
spitter and a wicked inshoot. a new man. I suffered from kidney
Wood went out on a grounder to Mer- and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid!?
kle, unassisted. Hooper could not ney Pills fixed mei ? recommend
see Tesreau's fast ones and fanned. them to all sufferers from kidney
The Giant pitcher was given a round trouble." For sale by & Druggists.
of applause as he came to the bench.
wayr
No runs, no bits, no (errors.
New Mexlcas want afli.Y
Second half : Tesreau struck out. bring reiulta.
f
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we-coul-

NEW PARTY
IS GAINING

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS

AT-LA-

fftVfPttti'"

WWW WW
The following telegram was receivEDWARD P. DAVIES,
at Santa Fe, October 7, 1912:
City Attorney.
"Western Union Telegraph Company.
"New York City, October 6, via Chi- Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
cago, 111., October 6, 1912.
Santa Fe, New Mexico..'
"Honorable Miguel A. Otero, V
"Chairman State Progressive

ed

17-1- 8

Com-mitte-

e,

G. W. PRICHARD,

"Santa Fe,' New Mexico.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
LUC VIDU1V. wwuiiv
"The second poll of the New York
rlUlJlilW 111
Herald,. the bitterest opponent of nnri vivaa ananinl Attention to cases
Roosevelt, printed this morning as before the State Supreme Court.
fellows:
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
"New York New York Stock: ExHARRY D. MOULTON,
change shows Roosevelt leading
in New York state with RooseAttorney-at-Law- .
velt vote double that of Taft. This
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
morning's Herald poll shows Taft
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
bad third in every state except five Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
where he runs second by narrow mar'

AVil-so-

n

gin.

EASLEY

&.

EASLEY.

From telegram received today from Cha8 F
. Chas. R. Eatley,
Ea8,ey
nnr attitc rhairmnn
iha frkllrtw.
aw.
Attorneys-at--'
ing:
Practice In the Courts and before- "VVvnmin tr Wvnmin tr atinn rrl v trr.
f
Land Department
gressive. Every poll and straw vote
Land grants and titles examined.
taken gives Roosevelt big lead over
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-ci- a,
all.
N. M.
"Montana Montana confident that
dIuwill
ticket
safe
have
rroeressive
rality. Progressive cause growing inJ HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVt..
TISE?
strength daily.
Tell your story to
"Colorado Colorado shows, if increase keeps on proportionately- until
2,000,000 Readers
Twelve Dollars.
election, progressive party will have
landslide in state. Straw votes in- We will place your
advertisedicates Roosevelt in some localities as ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sunhigh as ten to one.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De- ' ,
"Alabama Our progressive ;" maxiscriptive circular FREE.
mum vote will be 50,000. Enthusiasm THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
wonderful. Expect to elect county ofAGENCY,
ficers in one third counties in state.
Taos, New Mexico.
,
"Oregon Roosevelt will carry Ore-' '
'
gon by 12,000 plurality.
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
Massachusetts Progressive
ticket
Dentist.
in Massachusetts very strong. Fight
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
entirely between democrats and proRooms 1, 2 and 3.
,
gressives. Republicans will run bad Phone Red 6.
third. Expect to carry state 'tor . - Office
Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Roosevelt.
And by Appointment.
"Nebraska We regard Nebraska
safe for Roosevelt by substantial majority.
M. DIAZ,
DR.
"Georgia Roosevelt made tremenDON GASPAR
RESIDENCE,
dous gains by recent Georgia speeches.
Democrats concede progressive one-thirAVE
total vote.
Phone, 220 Red
"Maine All indications
point to OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA.
general uprising. We believe state
good for Roosevelt electors. .;
. Phone, 237 Black
"Pennslyvania Roosevelt's strength
HOURS. I to 3 P. M.
OFFICE
growing daily.- Equivocal position of
Wilson on tariff and large business
insures Pennhylvania fbr Roosevelt.
L.
MURRAY, M. D.,
Taft out of the running.
"Louisiana Roosevelt will poll large
PHYSICIAN and. SURGEON,
vote. Three congressional districts
southern portion state, doubtful. Pro- Cation Block, Palace Ave., next:
" door to Wells Fargo Kx.
gressive cause spreading like wild
fire.
PHONE 233.
,. "Arkansas
Progressive ticket will Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
poll large per cent confederate soldier
'
vote.
r "Michigan Roosevelt
will
carry
Michigan 75,000 plurality. Fifty polls
show him leading safely, Wilson secIs Going to Practice With
ond, Taft poor third.
DR. R. H. MILLER.
"Tennessee Would not be surprised
Specialty . , Obstetric.
if from 25,000 to 75,000 regular democrats vote for Roosevelt.
Office, 115 Grant Ave., Saita Fe.
"Mississippi We estimate 25,000
votes for Roosevelt.
"New Jersey Forecasts
Indicate
4 Horse Power
growing strength of Roosevelt ticket.
N
"Missouri Resignation of electoral
$165.00
PRICE,
and county tickets indicate unmistakable panic In republican party. Con- A With Importeda Magneto.
MotorOyde without doubt with trouble
tinued accession from democratic
left at the factory.
atmore
held
largely
party meetings
tended than ever before in history of
Missouri politics.
"Kentucky Result of registration
clearly Indicates Roosevelt will receive twice as many votes' In KenT
tucky as Taft.
"Kansas If election was held today Roosevelt would carry Kansas
LIGHT SI LENT AND BELIABLK.
overwhelmingly.
California Roosevelt and Johnson PASH BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe
'
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MRS. DR. BROWN

Pope Motor Cycle

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.
--

saHENRY

KRICIte

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. A;ent for Aztec Sprinf Mineral Water.
f;
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

.

OCTOBER

TUESDAY,

Established

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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Incorporated

1856

1903

PERSONALS

former executive board member of
the Iron Workers union, was charged
In the trial of the dynamite cases today with having admitted to government agents that he assisted in arranging for explosions at Los Angeles.

PAGE FIVE

LADIES!

BEST COATS
YOU'V you've seen our's. We believe
our patrons deserve the very best, both
in style and quality, that's why we handle
NOT SEEN THE

TELEPHONES.
You Will Find the
Editor's office, Si J.
Business office, 31 W.
James G. Fitch, a well known SoStyles In
WILSON IS IN KANSAS.
corro lawyer, is in the city.
e
Marcus C. de Baca, progressive
BUT COME AND SEE
(Continued from page one).
for congress, is in the city.
AT
Edward D'0"iich Tittman, editor, country to the other," continued the
FOR YOURSELF
lawyer and legislator, is here from governor, "I see no essential differ- MRS.
All the NEW MODELS just in, and are now
LINDHARDT,
Hillsboro.
ence among the people in the differ
THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE
C. A. Sloane and R. C. Hall, of the ent parts of it. The same thing is
125 Palace Ave.
ready for inspection.
U. S. army, arrived yesterday on court written in their
eyes and it is not a
-business.
One
g(eam of; fierceness. It is a light of
Jake Levy, wife and son, ''toavid, self-cofldence.
know what
They
X
have gone to Albuquerque for fair they wan 'and they know they are
SUMMER SUGGESTIONS
X
week. Mr. Levy is official judge of
going to get it. Anybody who sup- - V. i
FOR THE MOTHER. X
the races.
economic
poses that
questions and
For Evening Wear are absolutely
H. B. Jamison, a young attorney of
political questions are two differently Seasonable Advice on the Health
forof
and
the
Albuquerque
formerly
''
the last word In all that is beautiful
things is very triuch mistaken because
of Children In Hot
estry service, arrived here yesterday these things have been so closely
Weather.
and perfect in this line.
$
on legal business.
married with' one another in our re-- '
The Rev. C. F. Lucas, formerly cent
Mothers should be careful not to
FABRICS
NEW STYLES-N- EW
political practice that it is imSt.
of
Methodist
John's
Epispastor
to discriminate
between
possible
children during the hot
overfeed
copal church, is spending a day or two them.
i
NEW LINE of Misses' and
months. Xo one requires as much food
now
home
His
here.
friends
visiting
THE Girls' Blue
"And this gives me an opportunity in summer as they do in cold weather,
For here you find a NEW STOCK every
is in Estancia.
Serge Suits and
to allude to something that I read Serve only the lighter and more easily
F.
The Dev. C
Lucas, formerly
Dresses are a Picture of the Dressin an influential news- digested foods, and see that the milk
morning that goes that day. The counter
very
pastor of St. John's Methodist Episco- paper.recently
was an- editorial in which is kept cool and the fruit ripe.
maker's Art- - Prices way down.
It
space is not large enough to show everypal church, is in the city. He has I must
the
did me
that
editor
Is
say
to
some
natural
It
quite
expect
conferthe
Methodist
been attending
thing every day. It will pay you to visit
THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF
personally more than justice. But he disturbance, such as constipation, inence 'at Raton. His home is in
the store every day during the sale.
saw In me an unintentional Nacchia- - digestion, or summer diarrhoea, often
,
laxa-a
&
Norf
elk
It
A
in
Knit
said
cold.
mild
velli.
Jackets
effect, 'This is an accompanied by
Blazers
, V. H. Hill is in the Duke
City on
honest man; he honestly believes that tive at bed time will, in most cases,
the fair.
and
business
seeing
off the congested waste from the
You Never Go Wrong at Selipian's
V.' R. Paul, auditor of the New Mex a protective tariff is unconstitutional, carry
CO.
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
next morning and by cleaning
ico Central, has eone to Albuaueroue. and if he Sets a chance, begging an stomach
bowels restore normal conditions.
the
wlU
he
man'
,llat
l,pset
urK,n"
0fhoneBt
C. F. Kanen, assistant secretary
Cathartic remedies and purgatives;
That is
state, is in the Duke Citv. He is ac-- 8titutional arrangement.'
Sood reasoning but it was entirely in- should never be used for children,
nomnanied bv his familv..
They are harsh and violent in their
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell
has left consistent with another part of the action and tend to upset the entire sys-which
editorial
ascribed
very
kindly
Santa Fe for the Duke City to attend
tem. The combination of simple laxa-- j
the good roads association meeting brains to me. One of the things that tive herbs with pepsin, known as Dr.
1L
every well informed man knows is Caldwell's
there.
Syrup Pepsin, and sol'd by
that about half the people in the Unit- for fifty cents a bottle, is
druggists
ed
are
As
States
democrats.
M'MANIGAL SAUED
a well now
very generally used to correct
I know that they are
stomach and bowel trouble. It is mild
THE LIFE OF A informed inman,
.
kind
of
every
engaged
BANK &
and pleasant to the taste and contains
WATCHMAN and that they could not uniteindustry,
to ac- no drastic
drug, or narcotic, but acts
complish economic murder and de- naturally and. easily, yet most effecIndianapolis, Ind., Oct. S. Explos- struction without also deliberately ac- tively. A larger bottle, containing
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
ions at South Chicago and Springfield, complishing economic suicide. So far more than twice the quantity, is sold
At- as I am myself concerned, I
would for one dollar. If ynu have never used
111., were described by District
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
Miller at the trial of the ac- with the greatest respect call the ed Syrup Pepsin and would like a free
Does a
torney
and
many styles, is enough to" make you buy. Pre,
cused "dynamite conspirators" today itor's attention to a little utterance trial bottle, postpaid, write to Dr. W.
pare now for the cold weather.
Miller said Ortie McManigal, at his which I ventured to make upon ac-- ' B. Caldwell, 406 Washington St.,
in Chicago, on February, 1911, cepting the nomination for the presi- - ticello, Illinois.
Your Patronage Solicited
put some dynamite on a radiator to dency, in which I explicitly laid down
"""
thaw. When he returned from looking Uhe program which I thought we
FURNITURE CO.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
over the Iroquois Steel plant at South ought to pursue with regard to the but free air, and we want to take
N. 8. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
Chicago, he saw his little girl on the protective duties. I said that they oars of 'ourseh'es.
This business o
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
floor playing with the dynamite.
J. B. LAMY,
ought not to be changed except in setting up Individ mils or parties as
was
South
When the
Chicago plant
such a way and at such a rate as special providences is one of the
blown up on February 24, 1911, Mr. would not in
way interfere with things that is played out. So far as
Miller said, McNamara wanted to kill the course of any
sound business in the my pride is concerned, I would just
a night watchman because he was in United
States. I also said, and that as leave have a malevolent boss as a
the way, but McManigal stopped him. is
makes this paranthesis ap- - beneficent boss. I don't want any
what
ARE YOU OOINQ TO ALLOW THE
a
Eugene A. Clancy, San Francisco,
plicable to my discourse, that we boss at all.
Two Acres in Orchard and
warni.no of the RFCINT SMALL FIRES
were going to begin with those par-."riila is a vear of critical choice.
Eight-roo- m
Small
ticular items in which we found spe- After the
1
to pass unheeded? Is it not good busi- year 1912 it may be too late
117- rtlnl n4..nnrvA n I n nU
House, Stable and Other
. ",uc"u,,:um"e
yourself
"Tv ito turn back. t Don'tt deceive
to protect yourself fully aga i nst possibility of serious propare. The gentle-Buildings.
aa tu t,,
me
a
luumeiiu
,oni?c
lor
jn
INSURE WITH If AY WARD AND REST COME
men who enjoy the special privileges
erty losses.
power of the great interests which
have
been
kind
to
them
point
enough
of
SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A
our development
dominate
of! out themselves; and what we are in- now
No young woman, in the Joy
are so great that it is almost an
18
Trees in Bearing.
in Alfalfa
They
should
neglect terested in first of all with regard to
coming motherhood,
!
iVlile from
to prepare her system for the physi- the tariff is getting the grip of spe- open question whether the govern-All Under
domi-nat- e
can
States
of
United
ment
the
cal ordeal she is to undergo. The cial interests off the throat of conthem or not. Go one step fur-- j
health of both herself and the coming gress. We do not propose that special
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
TO
ONCE
IF
TAKEN
AT
PURCHASER
LOW. PRICE
make their organized power
ther,
child depends largely upon the care Interests shall any longer camp in
be too late to
she bestows upon herself during the (the committee rooms of the commit- - permanent and it may
v
back."
turn
Friend
Mother's
months.
tee
of ways and means of the house
waiting
prepares the expectant mother's sys- and the finance committee of the sentem for the coming event, and Its use ate.
3C The
people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
makes her comfortable during all the
"Those of us who handle the maI Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
ON
LIVED
term? It works with and for nature,
!
of politics know that the
LINE of
and by gradually expanding all tis- chinery
Phone, Red 189.
in breaking up the congreat
difficulty
!!
sues, muscles and tendons, involved, trol of the
boss is that he is
RAW EGGS
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico, jjj and keeping the breasts in good con- backed by political
1 19 San Franciico St.,
the money and the influ
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
to
woman
crista
the
the
dition, brings
ence
who
are
of
those
we carry two desirable patterns, the
very
people
The
in splendid physical condition.
intrenched in these very schedules. I
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
DifWith
Mr.
Richard's Experience
strong where the mother has thus could write you out a list, if you were
Sao
Peaches and
ferent Diets.
prepared herself for nature's supreme interested in it of the gentlemen, not
Reliable Jeweler
SUaet.
a
used
to
half
who
ba
dozen,
could
No
better
advice
exceeding
function.
Buttermilk for Three Years.
given a young expectant mother than own the legislature of New Jersey.
that she usa Mother s Friend; It is a All that I had to do was to stand them
medicine that has proven Its value up in front, metaphorically, of audiGeorge Richards,
in thousands of
ences all over the state of New Jer- of Cecilton, Md. Mr. the
this place, dining
past 12 years
cases.
Mother's
call
and
roll
and
the
their
sey
power
130
different diet!
tried
or
more
has
Red.
License Numbers,
Day
Night Phone,
probably
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
Friend Is sold at
was broken by the mere exposure.
than the average person would ever usi
Next Door to Postoffice.
stores,
idrug
lifetime.
a
in
are
to
a
"How
free
you going
get
Write for free
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
What he has to say about his experiThat is the point. The ments,
book for expectgovernment?
must therefore be hiehlv interest- can furnish pure, clt ancorn chop either coarse
'
ant mothers which contains much absolutely necessary first- step is t0 ing to anyone suffering from indigestior
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks
valuable information, and many sug- disentangle- it from the things with or stomacn irouoies or any Kina.
We can grind any mixture that is desired o,
12 years
:
more
than
He
"For
nature.
a
of
says
which
helpful
has
What
been
it
gestion
entangled.
and
I
different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil
suffered
stomach
with
the
troubles,
Cm.
REGULATOR
CO..
BRADFIELD
Atlaata.
we want is free markets for our compaid hundreds of dollars for doctor billl
kaffir
bran, etc.
corn,
let,
oats,
modities and free markets, for our and
medicines. I was also operated on
( 15 lb.
pkg., $ .65
we
them.
and
haven't
tor piles.
labor;
got
I
dried
and
buttermilk
1.20
lived on
What we want is free enterprise for
Green Cut Bone and Meat
peaches
,301b. "
CO. one
H. S. KAUNE
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
The
for
three
only
thing
(
years.
nearly
we
it.
What
haven't
but
lb.
got
3.75
100
thing;
sack,
was
me
raw
would
not
theft
eggs, j
give
pain
we want is free competing
water
I was a physical wreck. I could nol
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
Lowes routes that will enable us to handle sleep,
Where Prices
as near crazy as a man
should
have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
the heavier kinds of our goods in could well be.
for Safe Quality.
and makes them lay.
health
their
ni
I
two
must
after
that
too
say
taking
transportation without depending
of
Thedford's
Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
For
much upon the railway routes; and packages
it did me more good than all I ever spent
The Home Grown Fruit Season we haven t got teem, ana can t get for
other medicines.
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
I have been working daily on the farm
is on and we are offering to the them as things stand now. What we
I am as hard as iron."
our
is genuine conservation-owant
and
ever
since,
housewife
to
the
best
particular
GUARANTEED.
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
been
natural resources and we can't get This purely vegetable remedy has
to be had in
NEW MEXICO.
E. LAS VEGAS,
in successful use for mere than 70 yean.
of
it as things stand now.
classes
colic, acute inA famous remedy for all
Try it. But be sure that it's "TuedfordV
wonderful
This
bloat.
and
"Have you noticed that the trouble
remedy has
digestion
about conservation is that the govrecord of curing 998 cases out of 1 ,000. It is a
a
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
ernment of the United States hasn't
Returns!
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
any policy at present? It is simply
50 cents
price
making time, it is simply standing
STORE.
GENERAL
GORMLEY'S
Sale
For
at
still. Reservation is not conservaWe can also supply you with
tion.
PRATT'S GUARANTEED E66 PRODUCER
"We know perfectly well that there
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES can't be a workable program until
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
there is a free government. And
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
the finest cantaloupes grown. what I want to point out to you is
era. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
this: The center of all our economic
Full directions'with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
difficulties is that there is not freeWe have just received
Life,
Accident,
in
dom
United
of enterprise
Fire,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,
the
shipment of
Suites.
Etc. Etc.
Piste
Glass,
CHASE & SANBORN S
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
"I, am not interested in disturbing
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
the great course of business in this
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP, HOGS,DAlRY COWS.&c.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
country, but I am interested in enREAL
ESTATE
Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
riching it I am interested in varying'
And I know that the only
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
it
104 DON GASPER ST.
run-dowTelephone 9 W
way to do it is by the method I. have
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
City Property, Farms,
suggested by regulated competition
makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapstages,
'.'- Instead
of legitimatized monopoly.
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is seized at once it can be
moving pictures, but this business of done with but little expense to the
city.
REMARKS
50
11.00 Weekly, tlx months
Weekly, per year
Leo Hersch nas generously offered
"The New Mexican has done mor9 to donate about 2C0 feet between San
for Santa Fe in the last few weeks Francisco and Johnson streets which
than has been accomplished by any is
Dos Canones V'ejcs. Uncle Tom?
practically all the ground that inother Influence. Keep on as you're tervenes
and it Beems to the
de San going and we'll have a real city here
El Chanate del Condado
that this offer ought to be acsoon.''
mighty
Que no?
Miguel.
cepted. The connections between San
Francisco and the streets to the north
"I thank you for what you said
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
and running parallel to it are at preslast night. It did a lot of good.'
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
ent very poor. From Lincoln avenue
yield for a question?
FOUR PER CENT
far down there is really no street inPer Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
"The paper grows worse and worse
Them two old cannon have not
an alley, clear to the
only
tersecting,
all the time. I am a standpat repuh railroad
came yet.
tracks, and this plan as suglican, and your editorials are rot gested, will open a way, both avail
ten."
able and at practically no expense to
BUSINESS OFFICE 3 1 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 3 1 J
the city as the ground is given freely
THE QUESTION.
for the purpose.
EDDV DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
(Edgar Guest in Detroit Free Press.)
Now, while we are looking toward
I reckon when this life is done,
MANUFACTURER OF
seems
me
to
that
THE ROOSEVELT TESTIMONY
it
city
improvement,
And we have journeyed over there,
Balleta
Blankets,
Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
Rugs,
we
j
op-"1 asked no man to contribute
should
of
avail
ourselves
to the . campaign fund when I was
every
The battles big that we have won,
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
to
is
offered
the
that
elected president of the United States. Mr. Bliss and Mr. Cortelyou both
push
poi;tunity
so
we
fair
The honors that
thought
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
assured me that no promise had been made as a return for any contribuWill not stand out, as now they do good cause along.
Both Native and Germ an town Wool Used.
In
The
as
this
outlined
tion."
further
plan,
Nor seem to be so splendid there.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
Thus testified Theodore Roosevelt before the investigating committee
The Lord may just ask me and you: suggestion, was to extend lower Palforce:
"Gentlemen,
119 Don Qaspar Avenue.
at Washington. Then he added with characteristic
"How did ypu serve your fellow ace avenue to Jefferson street, by
could I speak more sweeping
than that?"
means of a street twenty feet wide,
men?"
No witness ever appeared on the witness stand and came from the
which will add further to the ef
ordeal with a cleaner record than did Theodore Roosevelt. It was just
fectiveness of street service and be a
He may not ask us to recount
what his friends expected. He left the committee room exonerated from
benefit.
positive
The splendid victories we gained,
The public spirited and generous
every taint of evil. The calumnies of his enemies were shattered; the shafts
Nor care to learn what great amount
of accusation broken.
offer of Mr. Leo Hersch should be acOf gold and silver we attained.
There is something tremendously significant in this investigation. It
cepted and this street put through. It
He
above
not
"Stood
ask:
you
may
seems to be leveled entirely at Roosevelt. What the supporters, of Taft
All those who toiled with brush and is a city improvement of a truly pro
and Wilson expended seems to be of minor importance. Xhey are after
gressive nature. It is one of the things
pen?"
8.
N.
Oct.
"Dear
M.,
Albukurk,
Theodore Roosevelt.
adds to the convenience of our
that
love?"
world
fill
"Did
the
with
But
you
The query constantly comes back, if the Roosevelt strength is "waning," Mister Catron," writes the Old Codger.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
and to the appearance of the
people
And
"How
fellow
served
you your
"I hope thet yu hev got my letter and
why not let it alone, and let it quietly wane?
city.1
men?"
the
turned
Wilson
s
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
wholly against
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
thet yu air still fur me fur thet
Why are the batteries of Taft and
The matter is one that will have to
candidate of the progressive party?
et Tesukee fur which I am a I sometimes think He'll turn aside
is
once
if
be
it
at
at
taken
and
all,
up
I did
The answer is clear. They are afraid Roosevelt will win.
not git much sleep
From all the many splendid deeds up to the city dads to take it or pass
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
- candydate.
No political movement like it has ever been known in American his- las
night et th Alvardo fur them rail That daily fill our breasts with pride. it at once.
tory- road fellers wus a runnin a engine
.
As He our earthly record reads
A three months old party has made headway line a nre in me ioresi.
an down th tracks most ov th And never care that we were great.
up
EL BURRO.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
The people in America have become aroused to their own interests. time. How sum ever I wus up at my
But He will simply ask us when
(Bill F. Brogan.)
are
bossed.
of
are
tired
They
of
dictations.
are
being
I
They
weary
They
usual hour S a. m. an by six o'clock
American Plan, $2.50 and up,
We stand before the pearly gate:
He's only a burro loaded with wood
going to take an inventory of their own business, and hereafter they are wus ready fur tu start in a seein th
"How did you serve your fellow as he patiently stalks along, his gait
going to run it.
fair. But they wus no one much
men?"
is the same, he is homely and tame,
Let them lie about Roosevelt. Let them investigate him.
around
except a polisman. I took a
as the woodchopper urges him on.
The more they do it the stronger he grows with 'the people.
That poem of Eddie Guest's so ap- He Is
walk an I wus surpris tu see what a
o
patient but slow for his lot is
city they hev got down here tu Albu- pealed to me that I want others to cast low as he jogs slowly on down
with or
Rooms en
too.
see
is
so
new
essence
it,
It
kurk. They hev got lots of
truly the
lights
HADLEY'S CONVERSION
the trail. He has even no name, no
life.
a
of
is
It
world's
of
the
en
a
and
streets
You
remember
air
part
established.
is
Missouri
they
and
pavin
Local
they
of
of
At last the status
cast and no fame, ne is simply the
Hadley
Long Distance Telephones in
a hev got four street cars which es creed, and came down to us from the
load.
beast
with
a
the
Hadley, Herbert S who came so near being nominated at Chicago, as
is
He
only
rooms. Hot and cold
I wus
past th Mount. When it is all made up, this burro, loaded with wood that he
compromise between Taft and Teddy? Well, at heart he was almost for agoin sum, by heck,
I met
record of life, the question of service,
an
in
democratic
of
last
tower
up
is
a
he
strength
postoffus
evening
that
electric
republican
Teddy and, being
I
hev is about all that will count in it, and brings from the mountains of pine,
Missouri, there's been much anxiety as to where Herbert was really at. with mister Hopkins whom
the
and
and
diamond
the
pinon
pitch
knowed fur a considerbul spell and I it is not the big and showy service,
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
He's now for Taft.
It's that of every day, our hitch, are all that he knows in life.
ses, ses I, I am agoin tu either.
He lately "expressed a hope" that Mr. Taft was for presidential primaries. ses tu him,
But serenely he goes 'till his pack has
Bill heard of the hope and got busy. "Assurances" were forwarded to Gov. be appointed postmaster
myself at relationships with each other, and
on Tesukee. He ask me, where es Te- dealings with our fellowmen; whether been sold and the pack saddle off for
no
tremble
need
Missourian
longer
that
that
to
the
effect
great
Hadley
the night, then he wanders around to
the ragged edge of conversion since Taft had in a Boston speecn aeciarea sukee and I tol him. Oh, yes, he ses. we are giving a square deal.
on the ground for a nibble of
search
This
of
fair
convenI
has
I
question
the
before
dealing
months
Chicago
wus up tu th Elks opry house but
for presidential primaries, last March,
tion . So, Herbert, with anxious soul relieved as to Bill's fitness, declares never went in. It ain't no puttier then become a feature of social, political grass or of sage. He may live for
his conversion. It suits me, Col. Roosevelt will say, and It will remind th Elks opry house In Santy Fee, gol and business life. We're all going to years, filled with sorrow and tears,
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
him of a story he heard in Africa that time he shot the charging rhinoceros darn it, even ef it es In Albukurk. A be called upon to answer the question for the human with soul and with
some
brain
a
but
he's
30
day.
inches.
nine
loaded
burro
distance
of
a
at
only
his
paces
with
feller named mister Naylon who Is th
through the left auricle
.
with wood a part of the wood chopo
HOME
owner ov th Kommercial Klub, he ses
A CHANCE FOR CITY DADS.
per's train.
en
come
make
he
tu
up
ses,
me,
right
An
imIT?
DOING
neat
a
ARE YOU
opportunity for
I
city
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
yurself tu hum but I never went fur
Are you striking every blow for the progressive party?
A little want ad costs hut a few
sum of provement is offered in the opening of
a
into
ov
runnin
wus
afraid
a street from San Francisco to John- cents and brings wonderful results
private baths. Electric light, 5team Heat,
Are you trying to convince every man and woman that the progressive
them newspaper fellers up thur.
son
street.
This
would
'.or
is
a
be
Central Location.
humanity?
when published in the New Mexican.
battling
simply
pari
"I met mister Sellers who es th continuation of Sandoval street and if
Do vou tell them that child labor,, night work for women, the unbridled
one.
Try
flotation of wildcat securities and the use of money to debauch elections are Mayor en who is a running th whole
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
who made em
only a few of the many intolerable conditions the progressive party pledges town. He es th feller
change Railroad avenue tu Central
itself to stop?
IT LOOKED LIKE THE DEVIL.
I ain't much stuck on him.
Do you tell them that the progressive party is battling to destroy the avenue.
darn
business
he
tu
boost,
between
ses
He
alliance
gol
ses,
corrupt
me,
invisible government and the unholy
I
could
and corrupt politics, republican and democratic alike?
yu, boost. Thet's all whut
If you are not doing this, you are not doing your Bhare in this great git out ov him. He hes got new fang-lenoshuns about things en therefur,
war for humanity.
Start now and do it every day and hour until the polls close on election I do not like him much. Railroad ave
1
nue es as good a name es Central
night.
o
avenue anny day ov th year, en beIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
more common en es
The opponents of Roosevelt are afraid that he will do things contrary sides et is a lot me.
I hev
got
Wal,
to the constitution if elected president, or at least go "beyond the constitu gcod enough fur
tu git ready
tion." Well, if he had not acted "beyond the constitution wnen ne was tu go tu th fair ground fur
exhibit them thur exhibits ov
president there would be no Panama canal dug. There is no danger to be tu
it.
feared in Theodore Roosevelt's going beyond the constitution, except to mister Owen which hev not I came yes
wish
Ef you see mister Owen,
said
man
As
to
a
them.
is
There
working
selfishness.
and
danger
greed
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COMPANY
the other day: "Roosevelt does things. Roosevelt for me." It is the spirit how yu'd ask him tu ship thet three
marked
a
fur
en
chicken
them
who
one
coop
not
leg
keeps
ol ihe day. Give us a president who does things,
l'roin being done.
speshul delivery fur them train fellers
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0
rr.lght fergit tu feed thet thur chicken
dead which wud
Men and women now are insisting on full weight packages at the grocery en it might git here
an thet's a fac too,
Btore and the butcher shop, and they want full weight performances in the be unfortshunate,
state legislatures and the city halls and the national congress of the country. by heck."
HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
oo.
They are tired of saying: "Well, I don't know who to vote for this year;
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Lite Insurance Contracts,
The thinking men and women
1 guess 1 11 have to vote the socialist ticket."
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THE
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
don't want to vote the socialist ticket. They want to vote for a ticket that
HO
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is more American, more sane, less revolutionary. And the progressive party
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Then Act

THE
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WHAT THEY ARE SAYING.
Well, anyway, if the scientists have found a method to produce frogs
The Bystander has heard the folwithout any father, but just by mixing chemicals together, frogs' legs ought
to become cheaper. The only fear is that when the big interests find out lowing comments on the street and
what chemicals are rubbed together to produce frogs, they'll get a corner in the lobbies. They go to show the
on the chemicals. Then the frogs legs will kick themselves up into meat drift of opinion, and are interesting
realms.
-- 0-

If "six drinks" can make as many votes for a presidential candidate as
did those the "man" saw Roosevelt take at Albuquerque, Taft's friends
should at once send him out on a drinking tour, but he bliould confine himself to "from three to six" at a place, as that seems to be the vote getting
number, in New Mexico, at least.
0

Roosevelt had to go to his
as his clothes were almost torn
constantly besieged him; or was
a "man"' saw on his coat while

tailors' immediately on his arrival home
from him by the crowds of admirers that
it on account of the three-incpatch that
at Albuquerque?

reading:
"I have read newspapers for many
years and I always spend some time
on the editorials. I like the editorials
in. other papers a great dnl better
than those in the New Mexican. Why,
your editorials are rotten that's all
they are. In politics, I am a democrat, but I feel quite sure I know a
well written editorial when I see it."

h

0

Turn from those nice names of the Mexican war to points in the Balkans,
such as Djumbola, Uamboli, Eski Saghra and Baschkvrania, and t won't
be long before they'll have to make an addition to the homes for feeble
minded to accomodate the telegraph editors.
-- 0

The effort to "get" Roosevelt has proven a pitiful failure. The attempt to "show him up," has miscarried signally. All the other candidates
have been ignored In this endeavor to dishonor the one man, and hei has
routed his enemies completely.
0

"I wish to compliment the New
Mexican on the splendid issues it is
printing. It is a paper that would
do credit to any city however large
Your editorials I
and up to date.
especially like; they are succinct and
always to the point; they are fearlessly forcible. I have read papers
for twenty years and I regard the New
Mexican as a first class production
a fine paper in every way."

"I like the New Mexican because
are puzzled over the case of a woman who has
hours. Is that a case for
it prints the sporting news and has
been talking continuously for thirty-siNew York physicians

x

0

"Three air men killed In one day," says a newspaper head.
to look as if "air men" were a misnomer.

phy-uician-

such, good pictures. I, and a lot of
other fellows, always buy your paIt begins per and turn at once to the sporting page."

If all the charges of traveling with dynamite are proven at Indianapolis,
it's walking for us hereafter.

"I like your story of the Jaffa meet- BUT SHE NEEDN'T HAVE BEEN1 8'jARED II WAS ONLY BROTHER
MIKE TAKING
ing at the Elks', theater. I want to
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has the added benefit of keeping them
far better than any cellar you could
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devise.
The storage will not be confined to potatoes, so tiring along your
perishable crops and keep them till
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that a very successful and praise- prices suit you. Portales Herald.
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year for profits in peach raising. On city. On account of being a very busy LEGISLATORS BECOME EDITORS.
Watson & Co.
of an acre he took oft and season with the farmers the crowd , Judge Toombs, one of the most ac- How Mrs. Reed of
Peoria, 111.,
sold 8900 pounds of Blberta peaches was smaller than formerly but what tive members of the last legislature,
Wanted a competent girl for housewhich he sold at 75 cents per hundred was. lacked in numbers was made up and one who was never afraid to tell
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in small family. Apply S. New
work
to John Ritzman. This is net, in enthusiasm. The weather was ideal where he stood, in language that left
geon's Knife.
Mexican office.
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save the cost of picking and hauling and every minute of each day was no doubt, has become the editor and
which lie, did himself, $333.75 per acre. utilized by the visitors inspecting the proprietor of the Clayton Citizen. This
Peoria, 111. "I wish to let every one
FOR RENT
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tor said I had a tumor lister two drawers nractleallv new.
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draw it carefully through your hair, vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
memAs a further evidence that the
and
the
only remedy O. C. Watson & Co.
Two boys were released from the ple are more than willing to demon- bers of the legislature are having u
taking one small strand at a time, invigorates and strengthens them. Its
was the surgeon's
New Mexico reform school in this city strate what can be raised on the fer- liking for the journalistic field, it is
this will cleanse the hair of dust, exhilarating, stimulating and
Mv mnthpr
knifp.
dirt or any excessive oil In a few
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the last house, is now editor of the
Compound, and quire
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You can surely have pretty, soft, released Sunday and went to Albu
and possess an incomparable softness,
Portales Herald. It will be interest-I am a well and Btoretoday
The Portales Storage company has
lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and lustrous hair, and lots of it, if you querque.
ing to note how the new editors will
healthy woman. For
will just get a 25 cent bottle of
TYPEWRITERS.
Charley Madison, who finished a
shimmer of true hair health.
feel in the next legislature in having
months I suffered
MonThis
will be one their own papers comment on them from inflammation, and your Sanative Cleaned, adjusted and
ready for business.
Besides beautifying the hair, one Knowlton's Danderine from any drug nine month's term was released
repaired. New
application of Danderine dissolves store or toilet counter and try it as day. A position was secured for of our best assets, as this raritted cli au legislators, but with the diplomatic Wash relieved me. I am glad to tellp!atns furnished. Ribbons and
what your medicines have done plies. Typewriters sold, exchange),
Charley with P. M. Wilson west of the mate affects potatoes very quickly and qualities possessed by the
every particle of Dandruff; cleanses, directed.
miles. He was they can' be kept by the process used
city about twenty-fiv- e
It is to be presumed that they forme. You can use my testimonial in, and rented. Standard makes handled,
sent up from Alamogordo, Otero coun- by the storage people through the will handle their cards well.
any way you wish, and I will be glad AU repair work and typewriters guar-twinter without any perceptible losses.
answer letters." Mrs. CHRISTINA an teed. Santa Fe TvDiwriter Kx.
ty. Springer Stockman.
The management so we are informed,
Reed, 105 Mound St., Peoria, 111.
AN ACQUITTAL.
change. Phone 231.
WAS A SUCCESS.
propose to make a charge of one cent
Also
Avoided
3Irs.
E. G. McNabb, who shot and killed
Lynch
and Friday the per pound for storage. This is cheapLast Thursday
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Operational
Herbert Hargis in Vaughn, N. M., OcAmistad people again demonstrated er than storing in your own cellar and
of the Interior,
tober 13, 1910, was found not guilty
Jessup, Pa. "After tho- - jbirth of my Department
U. S. Land Office at
had
I
inilamsevere
fourth
child,
-organic
New York, Oct. 8. General Daniel
Thursday .afternoon by the jury try"Milestones
a play with a new
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, J912.
E. Sickles must answer another $8000 idea.
ing hisacase. At a previous trial Mc- mation. I would have such terrible painr
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
WORKING
GIRLS.
AMERICA'S
did
I could
PRETTIEST
seem
as
not
that
it
though
found
Nabb
was
and
sentenced
How
guilty
as
rare a thing.
suit. Disguised
messenger boys,
stand it. This kept up for three long Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
by Judge Wright to hang. His attorLondon gave this work of Arnold
process servers Thursday were ad&
McGinniss
Larrazolo appeal- months, until two doctors decided that April 12th, i9o, made Homestead
neys,
mitted to the veteran at 23 Fifth ave- Bennett and Edward Knoblauch unan operation was needed,
Sectiou
Entry No. 09379 f NE
ed the case to the supreme court and
nue and served him a summons and qualified appoval. It will succeed in
" Then one of my friends recommended 24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
was
new
At
trial
the
Heck-schea
r
presgranted.
this country, too, partly because it
complaint in the suit of August
E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Com-- j P. Meridian, has filed notice of inent trial
opinionated testi- Lydia
to recover $S000 on'yV overdue holds the interest, partly because it
and after taking it for two months tention to make Final Three Year
pound
inmony was admitted as to McNabbs
I was a well woman." Mrs. Joseph A.
promissory note. According to Arthur touches the heart, but mostly because
Proof, to establish claim to the land
sanity and his wife and a number of Lynch, Jessup, Pa'.
McKinstry, attorney for Mr. Heck-sche- It presents a novelty of theme.
above described, before Harry C.
was
the
swore
at
he
insane
friends
There are 52 years in the span of
Women who suffer from female il!r
the suit has nothing whatever
u. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
time of the killing. The verdict was should try Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetato do with any of General Sickle's action. Two of the young lovers of
N. M., on the 4th day of November,
McNabb
was
insane
effect
that
t3
the
ble
successone
the
first
are
of
the
most
Mr.
act
lent
Heckscher
their
troubles.
Compound,
celebrating
family
at the time he shot Hargis and not ful remedies the world has ever known, 1912.
him the money in the regular course golden wedding in the third act. A
Claimant names
as witnesses:
vote
the
the
stood
first
On
before submitting to a surgical opera
jury
guilty.
of business and is enforcing collection second generation appears in the
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
seven for acquittal and five for con-- ; tion.
The process servers said they ond act, a third generation in the last
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
viction, but after three hours deliberahad been trying to serve the papers act.
Abalino
no
was
rails.
There
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
excitement
The
above
verdict.
the
returned
tion
reThe story is little more than a
for ten days, but could not get inside
most damaging testimony against Mc-- I among the passengers, and all went to and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
the house. When they did enter the flection of the lives of half a dozen
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Nabb was that of his own confession work at once to get aid for the ingeneral denounced them bitterly, they real people. Courage and cowardice,
The baggeman was crippled
from
Register.
jured.
ambush.
killed
he
that
Hargis
romance
and
daring
conventionality,
say.
with a badly mashed leg, and the peaSanta Rosa Sun.
In the windows of the hosiery shops and
you see them all,
nut butcher was bruised, but with , NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
are displayed articles which may sup- playing their parts in the lives of the
No. 09703.
these exceptions there were no serio
men
two
women
in
DITCHED.
third
TRAIN
and
of
the
Engplant the suffrage plank
U. S.
Department
ous
Mail
Clerk
injuries.
Terry Land Office at of the Interior,
term platform yes, stockings, and lish families, and bringing about their
The southbound passenger train
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
to
the
while
and
swung
rods,
dazed,
silk ones, too; but they are different inevitable results.
seven
about
miles
slid into the ditch
24, 1912.
serious injury.
As may be imagined, the aging of
from any others. They are called sufnorth of Artesia on Tuesday after- escaped
Notice is hereby given that E.
A
the
was
on
run
ankle
characters
stub
the
the young
up from Carlsbad
principal
fragists' stockings, and
noon of this week, and by some mira- Leonard, of Santa Fe NV M . whn
inof each, just high enough not to be people of the first act is a most
cle no one was killed and only one and brought the mail down Tuesday 0n April 20, 1909, made Homestead
covered by the shoe and low enough teresting feature of the acting. The
man was seriously injured. The place night, and by this morning the track Entry Xo. (19703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
sc that they can be seen in dry weath- same people play these parts all the
was in the old soft spot of the Pea has been repaired. One of the cars Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
er, is embroidered a small moose head way through. Of the seven persons
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Vine tracks where a few months ago is still in the ditch.
seen in the opening act, four have
with eyes and antlers.
mail filed notice of intention to make sub
Herbert
into the ditch.
Mendenhall,
went
train
a
passenger
It became known along Broadway died when the last act arrives. The
year Proof, to establish claim to the
Immediately after the former wreck clerk, was the only person from Ar- land
above described, before Register
Thursday that James M. Hill, who three feeble old people of the final
on
was
who
tesia
the
thouwrecked
train.
the railroad company spent
years ago was widely known in the- scene, seen only two hours before in
At Hagerman he left the mail car or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
in
of
dollars
sands
that
ballasting
Fe, New Mexico, on the lfith day ot
atricals, had died of a stomach ail- all the bloom and freshness of youth,
short stretch of track, but the big and went back to the chair car,
1912.
ment Wednesday. Mr. Hill was 64 are played by Leslie Faber, Miss
November,
was
Artewhich
on
left
the
tracks.
too
rain of last week and this was
MISS EILEEN DE ROCHE.
Claimant
names a3 witnesses:
years old. Forty years ago Mr. Hill Auriol Lee and Miss Gillian Scaife.
much for it, and when the heavy train sia News.
Miss Lee's presentation of the three
came to New York from Chicago and
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Se
is Boston's prettiest working a beauty contest. Miss De Roche won hit it the rails spread.
Here
Mon-tcyingo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio
leased the Unkm Square theatre. ages is nothing less than wonderful.
SAVANTS MISSED VOLCANO.
The train was running on schedule
girl. She is (or rather she was) Miss with ease. Then along came Francis
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
There he installed a stock company It is aboslutely real.
FBoyland, a wealthy broker, and time when it struck the mud, and the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Last Sunday forty members of the
from which were graduated some of
To see yourself grow old that is Eileen De Roche. She was for several
Hie stars of the stage. It was at the what' you feel is happening, as "Mile- - years behind a counter for the Wil- -' won her after a whirlwind courtship. tender was torn from the engine and American Geographical Society were
Register.
A ,ewWMk'
MI" De Rch be" thrown into the ditch. The engine, to arrive in their special train and
Union Square that Mr. Hill put on his stones" is unfolded before you.
liam Filene's Sons company. She
H. E. Archer, merchant of West-ovecame Mrs. Boylan and moved from baggage and express car, and the inspect the extinct volcano, Capulin.
famed production of "Romero and
Not altogether a pleasant experience
Ala., states "My boy had a
It is bloomed unknown to the outside tbe department 8tore counter to a smoker went into the ditch, but the The train was to stop at Dedman and
but undeniably fascinating.
Juliet," with Frederick Paulding and
chair car and Pullman stayed on the there they were to be met by the liv severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
world until a Boston newspaper held j splendid home.
Margaret Mather in the title roles. the fascination of "Milestones."
He started Denman Thompson out in
eryman and conveyed to the Magestic severe he could not get out of bed for
"Joshua Whitcomb," his earliest provolcano. The party consisted of mem- a week. The first few doses of
nounced success. Mr. Hill was the
bers of many American and foreign Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
COATS FOR FALL IN RATINE AND BROADCLOTH.
first theatrical manager to adopt exuniversities. They are making a tour and before we had given him the contensive advertising ideas. It has been
of the world in the interest of the tents of cjie bottle, he was well.
said that it was he who first bought a
study of geography. They were also Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
in our house. It is
half page theatrical advertisement in
equipped with large cameras of the kept continually
a newspaper.
most perfect type and are faking pho- perfectly safe and effective," For sale
warn you
all Druggists.
"I hereby particularly
tographic views of important scenes. by
against probate judges and attorneys
a
of
the Rocky mountain
By
delay
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
a! law, and sincerely trust you will
train, their train did not reach DedSealed proposals will be received
not have occasion to consult or emman until late in the night, and as
ploy the latter in regard to this intheir time was limited the trip was by the County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
strument," was the advice given by
not made. The disappointment
is twelve o'clock
noon, Tuesday, the 8th
Ezra C. Bartlett, whose will was filed
to
be
we
as
could
greatly
regretted
of October, 1912, for furnishing
in the surrogate's office yesterday, to
day
have
furnished an important event in all
materials for one bridge to be built
his heirs, who will divide an estate
the visit in the west.r-D- es
Moines
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
"My pervalued at almost $100,000.
Swastika.
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
sonal experience," Mr. Bartlett added,
All the material and work shall be
"in dealings, social and otherwise,
WANT MORE TOMATOES.
furnished and done in accordance
with lawyers has been extensive, and
The cannery is running every day with
careful observation in other instances
plans and specifications made by
when ther6 is enough tomatoes to jus
all
are
me
that
the Midland Bridge company of Kan
convinced
has
they
tify, and turns out at the rate of a sas City, Missouri, on file in the office
only dangerous crooks, only disguised
carload of the canned product per of the
and expressly educated and trained to
County Clerk at Santa Fe,
day. The cool weather has kept the where
obtain one's confidence in order that
may be seen and examinthey
tomatoes
from
ripening, and hence ed.
they may defraud and rob with imthey are not coming in fast enough to
Each bid must be accompanied by
punity."
keep the cannery running all the time. a certified check in the sum of ten
TaleB of a dog that wandered eighty
The cannery is one of the best entercent of the amount of bid.
miles from Norfolk, Conn., to the
have perParties
prises the ncople of Lake-woohome of his former master, were being
desiring so to do, may also
ever invested in and we am all Justly
submit plans and prices of their own,
tcld Friday in the Berkshire Hills.
of it. Come to Lakewood.
proud
and the Board of Commissioners ro- - ;4,
,E. H. Fallows of this city bought the
Lakewood Progress.
serves the right to reject any and
dog two weeks ago from George Hair
all
bids or to accept any bid mado
of Bridgeport, Conn.
Don, an EngAre You a Seller? An advertisa-men- t
in their judgment is for the best
lish setter, remained with Mr. Falin the classified columns of the that
New
lows one day. Then the gate happenNew Mexican will put your real es- interest of Santa Fe County,
ed to be open. The dog made one
tate on the market effectively. It will Mexico.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
streak. Since then Norfolk has known
put the facts of your property before
Chairman.
him no more. Two days later Don arthe eyes of all possible buyers.
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
rived at Mr. Hair's home:
WORDS FROM HOME.
Hobble coat for policemen are the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
latest freak in men's fashions. The
new winter uniforms are now in prepStatements That May Be Investigated Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
aration and instead of the old belt
Testinmony of Santa Fe Citizens.
New Mexico, Sept. 20, 1912.
a
will
comes
be
a
to
there
Santa
citizen
When
Fe
coat of former years
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
the front, telling his' friends and
long, unbelted cab driver's
effect with dozens of buttons on
neighbors of his experience, you can Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
rely on his sincerity. The statements on August 26, 1907, made Homestead
it. The new coats, with the winter
for Lots
of people residing in far away places application, No.
trousers to match, will cost about
do not command your confidence. 1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
$52.50, which the policemen must pay.
Home endorsement is the kind that 5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
backs Dean's Kidney nils. Such tes- P. Meridian, has filpd notice of inten$100 REWARD, $100.
r
proof, to estabtimony is convincing. Investigation tion to make
The readers of this paper will be
I
proves it true. Below is a statement lish claim to the land above described,
pleased to learn that there is at least
oi a Santa Fe resident. No stronger before Register and Receiver, U. S.
one dreaded disease that science h
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
proof of merit can be had.
been able to cure in all its stages, and
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St., San on the Sth day of November, 1912.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
ta Fe, N. Mex., says: "The public
as witnesses:
Claimant names
is the only positive cure now known
statement I gave in praise of Doan's Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tm- o
tr. the medical fraternity. Catarrh
disease, reKidney Pills in 1902 still holds good.
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
being a constitutional
treatment
For four or five years I was subject Pecos, New Mexico.
oidres a constitutional
to attacks of backache, often so seMANUEL R. OTER.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
vere that I was unable to work.
I
acting directly on the blood and mu
Register.
tried various remedies said to be
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
discures for such troubles, but nothing
You cannot get up to date printing
destroying the foundation of the
benefited me until I used Doan's Kid- - unless you have up to date material
ease, and giving the patient strength
d
This
suit' is an excelney Pills. They promptly proved 'and facilities.
Variety of style is given the coat
The New Mexican
by building up the constitution and
their worth and effected a cure which Printing company has both, and at
aesistine nature in doing its' work' lent afternoon apparel because of its in loose fronts held by a soft silk
close-tosash. The back is fitted in long, slenhas been permanent up to the present the same time expert mechanics.
The foreword of the new fitted, of the wrap emphasizes the
The proprietors have so much faith clever little dress-u- p
touches.
e
der lines. The scheme of blue and style of wrap is given in this pretty
time. My experience with Doan's Your orders are always assured
in its curative powers that they offer
style.
The
fall
suited
for
wear,
material,
white is prettily carried out on the French coat which is built of double
Pills has been so gratifying sonal attention.
One Hundred Dollars for any case that
The big collar is really a trimming,
it fails to cure. Send for list of tes is fine, dark blue' broadcloth, but it coat and skirt with the small white faced ratine. A very smart touch is as it extends downward in long revers that I gladly recommend them
may be made up in a less expensive porcelain buttons looped with white added to it by the use of contrasting to the waist line. The coat fastens
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 If you use embossed stationery, you
timonials.
cord.
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., To- material with equally good effect
.colors. The outside is a creamy buff toward the left with three large but- cents, Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, can do no better than place your orThe tunic Is .slashed to show an
The coat is heavily stitched by ma-- The Inside, which shows in the deep tons, almost at the waistline.
New York, sole agents for the United der with the New Mexican Printing
ledo, Ohio.
underskirt of blue and white striped chine, this stitching forming as in rhayl color and turned back cuff, is The promise of the fashion fanciers States.
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
Company, prices will be quoted upon
Tice Hall's Family Pills for const!- - broadcloth. Ad' this material is also many Paris garments this season an a charming shade of blue. A double to increase the length of the walking Rem em Der tne name Doan's and request. Our styles and forms are
used as a part of the collar.
effective pattern on the material.
line of pearl buttons on the front skirt is demonstrated in this model. t&ke no other.
strictly up to date.
I
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SANTA FENE

EIGHT

The lowest temperature during last
night was 45 degrees.
The Junior Auxiliary of the Church
y
of
the Holy Faith will have a
IN TELEPHONING
in the Boy Scout rooms
sale
The New Mexican, if your business;
3 to 6.
s about advertising, subscriptions or! on Saturday afternoon frombe served
will
also
cake
Cocoa
and
If
job work, please call up "31 W."
for 10 cents. The public is invited.
you wish to speak to the editor or give'
Mr. Collins Says: "We are proud of
"31
J."
any news, please phone
candies. Another big
the 'Pin-ToZooks
FOR SALE Fine apples J2.50 per! shipment in today. Come to
barrel of 150 pounds. Phone Casnerj and see 'em."
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for renu
ranch, 1262 W.
Tlie
tlnest rooms in the city, having'
com-i
The Coney Island Comedy
aii modern
conveniences, including
tomorrow
Elks'
the
at
night.
pany
electric light, steam heat and bath
see
work
For reliable electric
The European Hotel, centrally loSparks. Prices always reasonable, cated. State Progressive Headquartservice prompt.
ers in the hotel. .
"
From""53"to'"62 was the" range of
Curtain at 8:30 tomorrow night at
temperature yesterday with an aver- the ElKs'. Coney Island Comedy comage relative humidity of 52 per cent. pany. '
Yes, a Swimming Pool That's what
the members of the board of education said last night when they heard
Dr. J. A. Rolls outline the plans for
giving this pleasure and health affording arrangement to the school
LATEST IN
children and also adults of Santa Fe.
Plans are being worked out.
That $75 Round Oak Base Burner
in Gerdes' store was bought at

LOCAL ITEMS.

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

EVERY DAY
IS

A

WITH US!
MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER
By 'Phoning Your Order

FOR QUALITY GROCERIES
Groceries,

The United States district court is
H. Pope,
presiding. The grand jury has been
organized as follows:
Vicente Montoya, S. M. Brown, R.
S. Tipton, Clovis Downing, John A.
Haley, Jose A. Romero, Fernando August, Trinidad Martmez, Juan Chaves
y Molina, L. R. Hughes, J. N. E. Quint-anManuel O. Trujillo, Lucio Garcia,
Erineo Cuerle, Pornilio Chaves, H. H.
Kellogg, G. F. McNitt, Fred Thayer,
Lino Romero, Juan Ortega and Juan
'

home-baker-

in r.ession, Judge William

HATS,
FEATHERS,

Even

GONE TO DUKE CITY.
Mrs. W. C. McDonald, wife of the
governor, has gone to the Duke City
to see her husband, who is ill.
Captain Fred x ornoff, of the iNew
and Chief
Mexico mounted police,
Clerk A. T. Koch, Mounted Policemen
Hughes and Collier have gone to Albu-

Goe-bel'-

Exhibit Arrived Word has been
received here that the exhibit sent
by Santa Fe to the Albuquerque fair
has arrived in fine shape, no damage
A.
having been done in transit. The old
: '
to attend the fair.
palace, in model will doubtless arouse querque
counPLaZA.
SOUTHEAST CORNER
much interest in this city. The
ty is standing the xpense of the ex- DON'T SCOLD CROSS,
IRRITABLE CHILDREN.
hibit.
School is on and now more than
ever ou will realize what shoe values If Tongue is Coated, Stomach Sour,
Brefeth Bad, Feverish, Bowels Clog- mean. It is Just on the same princi- as
shoes
sells
pie that John Pflueger
ged, Give "Syrup of Figs."
you buy them. He wants to assure you
full values and he knows that when
Mother! look at the tongue 1 see if It
he does that you will surely come is coated. If your child is listless,
again. You will miss It if yon pass drooping, Isn't sleeping well, is' restthis hint by. See page three.
irWheeler Gets It At its meeting less: Hoesn't eat heartily or is cross,
sorts
with
out
of
everybody,
education
of
board
ritable,
the
last night
West Side of Plaza
awarded to Contractor E. L. Wheeler stomach sour, feverish,' breath bad;
sore
the contract for remodeling and fit- has stomachache, diarrhoea,
ting up of the old hospital building throat, or is full of cold; It means the
near the high school for a manual little one's stomach, liver and 30 feet
s
training school. Smith and Carruth-er- of bowels are filled witii poisons and
were given the plumbing con- clogged up with waste and need a.
tract. The board discussed the tap gentle, thorough cleansing at once.
of sewers and decided to Insist
Give a teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs,
Have Added a Complete ping
on V. G. Sargent paying $200 for the and in a few minutes the foul, decay- ing constipated matter, undigested
privilege.
Line of
Do you wish to stop smoking? Then too dand sour bile wijl gently move
try a rich, mellow chocolate after on and out of itp little bowels without
each meal just as the cigarette yearn- nausea, griping or weakness, and you
hairn a W'pll nnri RinllinC
...ill
"
Get
ing seized your moath.
'
nViilrt fihnrtlv.
at Zook's for the test.
are not
of
you
With
Figs
Syrup
to
impetus
SpaniBb.SfcjM-Acomlan- drugging your children, being
To
Stock of Meats learn the mellifluous Spanish!
of luscious figs, senna
entirely
posed
FeanB
and
Santa
be
will
given
guage
and aromatics' it cannot be harmful,
a real treat to the romance-lovin- g
Give Us a
besides they dearly Jove its delicious
tourist will be afforded by the renam- taste.
'
'
"
.
streets.
For
Fe's
of
Santa
of
many
ing
Mothers should always keep Syrup
aveinstance, , instead of Manhattan
of Figs handy. It is the only stomach,.
nue one will hear "Calle Analco;" i'n- - liver and bowel cleanser and regulator
stead of River Drive it will be "Paseo neededa nttle given each day will,
del Rio." etc. For this purpose Ar save a sick child tomorrow.
thur Seligman, Dr. E. L. Hewett and
Full directions for children of all
Samuel Cartwright met last night as a ageg and for grown-up- s
plainly print- committee on nonenclature and ais- - ed on the package,
Ask your druggist for the full name,,
cussed plans. It is said that a sys- tem is being worked out details of "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,"
, j prepared by the California- Fig Syrup
which will be announced soon.
PLAZA MARKET CO
Mostly Girls Is the Coney Tsland: Co. This is the delicious tasting,
company at the Elks' tomor- - uine old reliable. Refuse anything
else offered.
II row night.
,

MISS

Oysters,

.

.

ETC

Fruits,

(Continued from page one).

a,

FALL MILLINERY

MIGLER,

8, 1912.

FALL HEARS
FROM UGARTE.

SENATOR

BECKER PLEASED
WITH PROGRESS
IN HIS TRIAL

New York, N. Y., Oct. 8. With one
juror in the box, the second day of the
trial of Police Lieutenant Charles
Becker, charged with the murder of
Herman Rosenthal, was resumed in
the critical branch of the supreme
court today.
Justice Goff notified the attorneys
for the prosecution and defense that
if the jury box was not fllledJat 5 p.
m. today he probably would order
Moya.
exFollowing the empanelling of the night sessions. Lieutenant Becker
of
results
at
the
satisfaction
D.
was
Sena
J.
appointed
pressed
grand jury
interpreter;' R. W. Wittman, crier and the first day of his trial.
Jose C. Sanchez, William ; Tucker and
... J t','Work foi the New Mexican.
It is
Victor Garcia, bailiffs.
In case Nos. 90, 92, 93 ; and 94y the
orking for you, for Santa Fe and
United States vs. the Atchison, the new state
Topeka & Santa Fe, for violations of
the
act, defendants plead
guilty and the fine of $100 and Costs
Did
was imposed in each case
if
A. Paul Siegel, of Xaravisa, was admitted to practice. "
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Vegetables, Meats,
Poultry,

OFFICIAL NEWS

.

j

Busy Day

OCTOBER

TUESDAY,

MEXICAN

the Frost

recently appointed to report on the
merits of these cases, will leave here
the latter part of this, week for El
Paso to begin their work.
sTo date, twelve claims, all for
deaths or personal injuries, have been
presented to the commission, although
is believed others win be made.
Juarez, Mex., Oct. 8. The Mexican
Northwestern Railway was cut by rebels today 150 kilometers southwest of
Juarez, again shutting off all communication with the interior of Mexico
from this point. Telegraph wires
were cut and bridges and a freight
train reported burned. Conditions at
the various American settlements
along the route can not be learned.
11-

Come We Still Have

FLOWERS
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
fr.

Phone Black 12.

yt

BOYLE, Mgr.

THE PLAZA

Bakery Goods, Etc.

CEvery thing to Eat"d MarketCo.
F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

Phone 4

THE
JEWELER

SCDIHTT

HEADQUARTERS
HIGH-GRAD-

GROCERIES

FOR

aiii-ol- v

"Pin-Tons-

n

their

Trial.

E

;

.

WATCHES
.

AND

CLOCKS

From a given amount of wood the

WILSON HEATER
'

will
with the Hot Blast Down-Draas
heat
any
much
twice
as
produce
other. It is beeiuse: the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned. up, the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.,
Remember, "it is':. fuel cost which
counts.
ft

ft

one-ha- lf

.

The WiUon. uioes

your JueC

one-ha- lf

bill.

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co.

THE

j

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

"I

DRY GOODS, CLOTHING
AND NOTIONS
Ladies' and Alien's Furnishing Goods.
DEAR MADAM;

'

'MUJUUUW'

you buy Dry Goods or anything to wear you are interested in several
things. First, VALUE It's not the price you pay but what you get for the price
you pay that counts. Next, STYLE you want styles that ar.e right up to the minute
clothes that are becoming to your personality.
Then, THE HOUSE BEHIND
'
to
where
want
know
You
GOODS
THE
you
positively that satisfaction is
buy
"When

really guaranteed.

.:..'

T

SUITS
$17.50

DRESSES

to $20.00 $12.50 to $1600

$8.50

$12.50

DRESSES
Beautiful new dresses in variety of new models. The very latest new winter styles. A splendid group of charming dresses. Not many, of
each kind but for early buyers every size in each
kind.

'v

SUITS
suits of extra qualid
High grade,
i
l
j
ty A suit to suit every iancy suits particular
women, will, want to wear now. 'lhe best
of skilled, competent tailors who are constantly trying to produce the best in tailored
suits for our store. Every garment can rightfully be termed "hand made."

...

-

man-tailore.

ei-for-

.'?';.

(lie above meets your ideas, we are sure you will be satisfied if you trade at
this store a store that has built their success on satisfied customers a1 store that
never fails to make good on, any complaint, no matter how large or how small:
We are now in our heart of merchandising on the. "Satisfaction Guaranteed"

If

I

and our business shows a continued increase month after month, and year
after year.
and your friends' friends'
"We want your business, your friends' business,
business. We try to satisfy each customer so perfectly that she will be glad to recommend this store to her friends. That's why our business grows so fast.
'
We sell only those makes of goods which have won our reputation solely on
their merits. Each line of goods we handle is here solely because we know, it is
the best of it's class in the country. Careful comparison will prove the superiority
of our values.
. .
We stand back of jour purchase with the broadest kind of a guarantee, which
in such cises,
means, if the goods don't satisfy you, you get your money back, and
we do it so quickly and so willingly as to leave no doubt in your mind but that it is a
:
pleasure for us to do so.
lou
Above all else, we want your good will, based on your satistaction.
'
.
should investigate the advantages of trading here.
plan

COATS

:

.

The new coats are charming, "seven-eighths- "
long and with draped fullness on the shoulders,
but still narrow at the, bottom. The range of
fabrics and colors is so extensive that it would
be hard to describe them all.

DRY GOODS
'

Popular new dress goods at unusual prices.
We are turning trade conditions to your advantage in the Dry Goods section. See that you get
your share of the savings. You will enjoy seeing the handsome fabrics now Bhown here.

.

Ma We Greet You Here Soon?
Yours Truly,

NATHAN SALMON

ts

SUITS
$17.50

to $20,00

$12.50

DRESSES
$12.50

to $16.00

$8.50

